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AN ODE TO THE SUN AND MORNINGSTAR. Thomas Eidsaa. 12.05.2018
The aryo-christian religion of Thomas-ism, and the Aquarian law of Light. Dedicated to the sunchildren: The aryan remnant of the former Great Atlantis.
The Church of Light (COL) believe in something called ¨spirit science.¨ We believe God`s primary
emnation in this universe is the sun, and planets called stars. Scientifically speaking: There is a
relative creator: The sun, and the force of pro-creation/love. The ¨God¨ has if so to be: Love and
light! Which is the catch-phrase of COL. Be cool. Join the ride! And be as eternal as the sun.
Enlightenment is just ahead! You are Gods, and the Bible says Jesus is the Light!
Part 1: The teachings, and law of light
Chapter 1: The Gods. 2 Introduction, 2 The false name of God, 3 The real name of God , 3 Who is
Lucifer? , 4 More on God, 5 Devilish bias,
Chapter 2: Jesus Lucifer. 4 Jesus was the real son of man/Orion, 12 Jesus second coming,
Chapter 3: The Aquarian Law of Light. 15 Religion, wars, and the future, 15 Lucifer Jesus is the
solution, 16 The basis for a New Law, 17 Power to the people, 17 The Aquarian law of Light: Love
and Light, 18 Honesty explained, 18 The nature of sin explained, 20 The secrets of love and light,
22 The Christian gospel of Love, 25 A NWO of love and light, 27 My complex, 29 The demands of
love and light,
Part 2: The battle for our existence.
Chapter 4: The Revolution. 31 What we believe in, 31 The call to stop cultural Marxism, and the
demographic crisis, 32 Christian ignorance to governance, 33 Aristotle on homogenous society, 35
The Christians, and aryans as the chosen people, 37 Are the jews still chosen? 38 The cause of war,
40 The answer is aryan Christianity, 41 Islam is Lucifer-worship disguised as an Abrahamic
religion, 45 Christianity vs Islam, 47 Christians: Wake up!
Chapter 5: The redemption of the aryans. 48 The call to be a Viking, 51 Pagan solutions for a
better future, 53 A renaissance of love and light, 54 The New Age,
Chapter 6: The new country of Scandinacia. 57 Christians rebel, 57 The 1st century Church of
Light, and our 3 hypothetical degrees, 59 Our 8 objectives.
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PART 1: THE TEACHINGS, AND LAW OF LIGHT.
Chapter 1: The Gods.
Introduction.
The campaign of this book is quite simple. We need global stability
I present to you solutions for a peaceful Christian NWO, and solutions for Christian survival.
We will base this entire book upon scientific observation: Love and light which is the sole creative
force on Earth. This is also a law. The Aquarian law of light: Love and light.
Love is akin to the word law, and means morale, respect, social kindness and care. Light means
truth, enlightenment, spreading of knowledge, exchange of ideas, peace and order. Together: Love
and light create all visible life in the univserse. (except from deep-ocean volcanoes) Love is the law:
A language all religions can agree upon, and all ethnicities can understand. Love is the hope of
yesterday, today, and tomorrow: Be it a christian world, or a NWO. Love is the lesson for humanity
to graduate, and drop their weapons. Meditate upon love.
Remember this: The world can only be one through one common humanistic ethic. Love and light.
Light to the people!
Take the mantle of truth, and run as lady liberty! It would honour me greatly! My sacrifice is not in
vain my child. Take the journey through these webpages knowledge, wisdom, find the secrets, and
rise to defend Europe! Re-arrange the future!
Happy reading! 😊
It is my opinion that there is only one God, and that Lucifer is his firstborn son; latest seen in the
story of Jesus. God is an idea of a universal, supreme, one, infinite, good creator being. What you
call him is not of such matter. Still; there are linguistic similarities between the names of God in the
abrahamic religions and otherwize. For instance:
The false name of God:
The name Jesus used for God is the evil aspect of God, and the evil God of the jews and muslims.
But it was the general term for God they used at Jesus time. Jesus real God was Ahayah Yahuah.
The Bible tell us Jesus sacrificed himself to Elahi/Elah =Allah on the cross to undo the law of
Saturn/Allah/El, and rebirth humanity through a new covenant. More on this soon! Elahi is
pronounced Allah without vowels, and Alloh with vowels depending. Eloah is singular for Elohim –
the first name of God in the Bible. Eloah is pronounced ¨Allah¨. Elah is Hebrew and Aramaic for
God, and has been the name for God for perhaps 5000+ years? Elohim derives from the phoenecian,
and Akkadian God El whom is Saturn. He is the evil God of the law, death and time. God is not El
or Elohim. Have you ever heard of anyone healed in the name of Allah? Elohim is a plural term for
God (the Babylonian, and/or Egyptian Gods) The 7 planets, or seven fires that burn before the
throne of God. Allah is the moon-saturn God, and not these Gods in plural. Islam takes religion
back to pre-Israel. The El`s are the angels, and Moses tells us it was Elohim who created the Earth.
God in plural. But this is false pagan belief from Babylon and Egypt. God is not Elohim. He is
Yahweh Elohim, or Yahweh (I Am - creator) OF Elohim (All co-creators).
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The jews, and muslims are not GOD`S chosen people anymore since they are outside the new
creation through Jesus (Yashua). They are EL-SATURN`s chosen people as of today. They are
Satan`s chosen people, and NOT the people of God. The aryans are the chosen people because of
meekness, love, beauty, holy appearance (blonde-sun-rays /blue sky eyes), crime-statistics,
pacifism, politeness, empathy, peacefulness, and civilized nature; and are thus the ¨children of
Heaven¨ by any scientifical, statistical, religious, philosophical, or biological standard.
The real name of God.
Yahweh=Jove=Jupiter=Zeus=J-zeus. Christians worship Zeus and Odin! This is one aspect of God
as good divine ruler. Yahweh is the Roman pronunciation of Yahuah (Jehovah) which is the real
pronounciation. The first, and only time God reveals himself in person in the Bible he uses the
REAL name: Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh. It translates to ¨I am that I am.¨ Ehyeh is pronounced ¨Ahayah¨,
and means ¨I Am¨. God is Ahayah, and Yahuah 100% certain. He most often goes by the name Jesus
which is correctly pronounced Yahusha from 1st century Aramaic.
Some say YHWH was derived from the verb that is used to make I AM, namely ( היהhaya),
meaning to be or to become, or rather from an older, and arcaic form, and rare synonym of haya,
namely הוה, hawa, hence y-hawa or yahwah. Reading YHWH downwards makes it look like a
human. God is a man, and we are his sons. Jesus Lucifers. A new creation!!! More on this later.
Yahweh is Yahweh Elohim. Jupiter and Saturn/life and death/matter and time etc.
In thus we understand the judeo-christian God is the ALL. The God ABOVE the archons or
planetary deities. ¨Yahweh of Elohim – ruler of the planets.¨ The highest judeo-christian name of
God is the God ABOVE IsRaEl; namely Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh. It translates into ¨I am that I am.¨
IsRaEl is Isis, Ra and El whom in turn were the most important planetary deities to the Egyptians
whom the jews came from. IsRaEl are Venus and the moon, the Sun and Jupiter and Saturn: the
most powerful archonic forces.
Moses was the prophet of the zodiacal age of the ram. That`s why the jews blow the ram`s horn. It
was nothing but a project by the Elohim/angels to create a new zodiacal religion, and show God`s
hand; leading up to Jesus.
Adonai=Adon=Odin. Or Got=God=good. Not so good. God is the god Gad. G-d.
We operate with a trinity. God is the Creator judge, mathematician, and holy lover. Jesus Lucifer is
the son/sun of love and light. He is the God of this world after dethroning the devil. The Holy Ghost
is your true Higher Self which guides you to a sin-less life under your True will. The Holy Ghost is
God.
We are monotheists, dualists, trinitarian, and also pantheists.
Jesus is the sun of God.
Who is Lucifer?
Lucifer is God`s son whom incarnates every age of the zodiac. He is the world supreme God of this
world. Whom upheld this world? Lucifer. He is Venus and the Sun. Without: Nothing would exist.
Lucifer is both a male, and a female. As a female he is Inanna, Ishtar, Astarte etc. Some give him
the qualities of Aurora, Gaia and others. As a male he is Amon Ra in his highest form for those who
know him deeply. This name is too powerful. Second in power for those who know him very
personally is Shamash, or Ashtar-Shamash. Thirdly he is Azazel Melek Taus, and as the black sun
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he is Allah and Azazel. The seal of Azazel is the same as that of Saturn. Azazel is one of the
favourite deific masks of Lucifer and Luciferians. All these abovementioned carry extreme power!
Be careful not to offend the Gods! We operate with the 1, the 2, the 3, the 7, the 8 of sumeria, and
the 9 of Egypt.
Lucifer is latin, and means light-bringer. Lucifer is just a term as is the word ¨God.¨ Still there is
only one God? No. There are hundreds of different Lucifers. Lucifer is latin, and means lightbringer. The roman church translated the Greek Bible (called the Septuagint) into latin. The Greek
word for Lucifer was Phosphoros meaning ¨morningstar¨ after the planet Venus. That`s how we
ended up with Lucifer. The original Hebrew name is however Helel Ben Shachar meaning ¨shining
one¨ referring to the morningstar. Shachar (Shahar) is a pagan God synonymous with the semittic
God Attar/Ashtar whom is likely the origin of our modern Lucifer myth, and was the ¨son of God¨
who ascended the highest God`s throne. This God was Baal Hadad; equated with the Greek Zeus.
Jesus is the roman name of Yeshua, and means ¨healing Zeus.¨ Jesus was believed to be ¨Lucifer¨
(coin the term) from the beginning, and ascended into ¨Zeus-hood¨ just like the morning star is
believed to transform into the morning sun. But Jesus was not Ashtar. We will discover how Jesus
is an aspect of Lucifer Azazel ASCENDED in the chapter on Jesus. Azazel is a different deific mask
of Lucifer: namely Allah/El/Saturn – the black sun Saturn. The seal of Azazel is the same as Saturn.
The Azazel curse, and the Abrahamic law was broken. Jesus was Lucifer Azazel`s incarnation.
Lucifer is the God of Earth: now being Jesus ascended. Truly: The real Lucifer is only the BLACK
sun: The fallen Lucifer. But his fall started all religion: As his spirit reincarnates, and brings us sunking teachers every age of the Zodiac. Lucifer is in many ways ¨the all.¨ Or ¨the force¨ as he is love
and light: The God of this world as one of his names is all-father. To freemasons: Lucifer is ¨the
force¨ as in Star-Wars. We all have some of this ¨force¨ in us.
Lucifer is a common term for the Sun-God whom is God`s son. Every ancient mythology has his
Lucifer sun-god, and we only reveer the heavenly good-guys who work with the Father.
Note; Lucifer has both ascending, and fallen aspects. Lucifer has a fallen aspect as Lucifer the
former Cherub in Christian demonology. This Lucifer is Satan the Lord of the underworld, but very
very rarely goes by the name Satan. This Lucifer is very pure, and mostly wants to help all. He isn`t
emperor for nothing. Satan as the Egyptian Set, or Samael is a much, much darker aspect of Lucifer,
and certainly a different deity we don`t work with. Remember Horus (as Lucifer) was the archenemy of Set/Satan. We know the spirit of the original Lucifer the fallen Cherub reincarnates every
2000 years.
Lucifer is Light and Love. The God of this world; for without him; nothing would exist. He is Life.
He is ¨God on Earth¨ , or ¨God the son/sun.¨ What else could be the God of Earth?
Lucifer rises, and dies every day. The female eveningstar Venus becomes the male morningstar
Venus whom is the seed becoming the newborn Horus the morning sun whom dies, and is born
again every new day. Venus is Lucifer. The sun is Lucifer. Jesus calls himself both the light of the
world, and the morning star. Jesus is the TRUE Lucifer. Jesus son of Yahweh Elohim. This is like
how Lucifer is the son of Zeus and Aurora in Greek mythology. Yes. Lucifer is an actual Greek
God. Lucifer, and Lucius was a popular name since roman times.
Jesus was worshipped as Lucifer by the early Christian church.
I claim all Abrahamic religions actually worship Lucifer in different ways. Lucifer as God`s son,
and God as his father. This is the only true religion. Islam worship Lucifer through their symbol of
the crescent moon, star, (Venus) and the Kaaba which are ancient symbols to him. Allah is Lucifer.
Christians worship him in the form of Jesus. Jews worship him as Jesus the messiah, but don`t
know him yet.
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More on God
In our belief; ¨God¨ is rendered into astrotheological, eternal concept as the God above our most
powerful guardian archons; Saturn, Jupiter, the Sun, the moon, and Lucifer Morningstar/Venus as
well as encompassing all humans on Earth in that you are God.
We are God`s children. God is eternal, all-powerful and holy. So are we. All are God. He is All.
God the father a God of all. Primarily holy love, and also justice. As God is the all: The devil is an
aspect of God`s nature as a just judge. The devil is God`s lawyer as to speak. If there was no devil:
Then God wouldn`t be perfect and just. He would not be God, for there would be no good or evil.
GOD IS SUPREME, HOLY AND UNDISPUTED SOVEREIGN.
Christianity is the truest Abrahamic religion closest to the original religion of Atlantis. God is good.
I know him. That`s why we call him God/good. God is love. His son: Sun, and star are life and
light. God is love and light. This view of God should be coherent in all human thought. How can
God be anything else?
We mostly devote worshipful exaltation to God the Father, and Jesus His son.

Chapter 2: Jesus Lucifer.
Jesus was the REAL ¨Son of Man¨/Orion
Lucifer Azazel tried to be in the image of Jesus - ¨like the son of man¨ / Orion who they knew
would be born, but descended to Hell to become the devil. If you read the book: Creation cries out
by Rav Sha`Ul, or see his youtube videos, it will come clear to you that Nazareth is Mazzaroth
stemming from the verb Nazar (to consecrate) , and that Jesus thus metaphorically speaking ¨came
from the clouds.¨ There is a man riding the clouds: Orion riding the milky way. Orion was the origin
of the ¨son of God¨ mythos: Namely from the first trinitarian religion of Semiramis, Nimrod and
Tammuz in Babylon. But the devil likened himself TO ¨the son of man¨ (Orion) , and deified
himself as a planet, and astrological deity. Jesus was however the real one prophesied about in
Enoch`s Great Pyramid complex while ¨Lucifer¨ was a counterfeit. Moreover: The 12 signs of the
zodiac is a prophecy about ¨the one¨, the ¨Great I Am¨, the ¨Son/Sun of God¨, or the one who would
be ¨The Great One¨, or all the Gods so to speak: Having the perfect birthchart. Google Jesus born
19th September.
Jesus defeated Osiris/Tammuz/Nimrod, and took his place, and I will tell you how, and base it on
the Bible.
The word Azazel ('ăzaz'ēl) derives from the Hebrew roots 'ăzaz ("to be strong") and 'ēl ("God").
"God has been strong," "God strengthens," or "strong one of God." It is thus similar to
Elohim/Eloah/Allah who means ¨strong one¨.
We can read about Lucifer Azazel; leader of the fallen angels in the protocanonical book of Enoch
which was included as a holy scripture when Jesus walked the Earth. The new testament even
quotes from the book of Enoch in Jude.
Enoch 10:8
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And the whole earth has been corrupted through the works that were taught by Azâzêl: to him
ascribe all sin.'
Occultists believe: Azazel was not the Seed of Angels and Women but the Seed of Semjaza and Lilith
who was not exactly human, thus G-d ascribed all sin to Azazel and he alone became guilty for all
the sins of the seed of the watchers {fallen angels} because he was mightier than all the seed having
been more angelically pure and angelically excelled in strength more so than the rest of the angelic
seed mixed with women because his mother was Lilith making him, the Rival Seed of the Serpent
Lilith the Adversary against God and Man.
Enoch 10:6-8
Again the Lord said to Raphael, Bind Azazyel hand and foot; cast him into darkness; and opening
the desert which is in Dudael, cast him in there. Throw upon him hurled and pointed stones,
covering him with darkness; There shall he remain for ever; cover his face, that he may not see the
light.
"pointed stones" = "PYRAMIDS"
The Desert of Dudael is in Upper Egypt. Specifically Cairo. It is the tomb of Azazel/Lucifer. He is
underneath the Great Pyramid in a hole with his face covered and hands/feet bound. Just like in the
opening of the movie X-Men Apocalypse. Dudael is not in present-day Israel, it is in Cairo. The
Egyptians venerated the pyramid as Osiris tomb, whom to some degree is Azazel/Lucifer. The Great
Pyramid was once known as Tha Khut or ¨the light¨. It was made by Enoch as a measurement of the
Earth, as an astrological prophecy calendar, and incorporated sacred dimensions and mathematics.
We believe that when Jesus was in the desert fasting for 40 days, and taken up to a high mountain to
see the world, it was the Great Pyramid of Giza. Where else in the world of deserts could there be a
temple, and a high mountain? Or did Jesus levitate from the temple of Jerusalem to a high
mountain? Did the devil transport Jesus? Of course he didn`t! The Bible depicts Jesus as the lamb
Azazel in the desert! Why? For the Bible tells the jews to send a lamb for Azazel into the desert.
This lamb carries all the sin of the people, and is called the scapegoat. Jews practice this tradition to
this day, and shows the lamb dying slowly on television in Israel. Jesus himself is called a lamb.
(John 1:29) I believe it is written as an analogy. I believe that the NT is analogy thoughout it`s
entirety: yet truth all the same.
Leviticus 16:26
"The man chosen to drive the scapegoat into the wilderness of Azazel must wash his clothes and
bathe himself in water. Then he may return to the camp.
In the desert: The kingdom of Lucifer was given to Jesus on the pyramid if only Jesus son of man
(Orion) bowed to the old Lucifer (the impostor son of man) ; but he would not. Jesus now reigns as
Lucifer ascended, and dethroned the old Lucifer. He is risen for all of us! Halleluiah! Mysteries
teach that angels Enoch/Metatron or AA Raphael made the GPGiza to bind Azazel, and create a
messianic prophecy to when death is undone, and Lucifer Azazel`s curse would be broken, and the
REAL messiah come to complete the pyramid capstone.
David Davidson, and John Van Auken, as well as new-age author David Wilcock have all written
books on how the GPG has an Egyptian calendar timeline of future prophesied events built into it
with 2012 being a most important year. The mayan calendar corresponds to the pyramid-one as both
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stem from Atlantis, and tell the masters of wisdom (the Gods) would return or ¨descend¨ in 2012.
The 9 mayan Gods called the Bolon Yukte Ku would return bringing about a season of calamity.
These correspond to the Egyptian ennead: The 9 egyptian principalities worshipped throughout
ancient Egypt; each with their own cult city. The nine are ruled by Atum Re: The creator-god
Lucifer. Conspiracy theorists say the pyramid of Giza tell the Earth ¨gives birth¨ to a new Atlantis in
2012 at the start of the age of Aquarius. As a Christian I interpret it as time when Lucifer`s curse
will be broken, and there be no more death for the tomb never had no lid, as the lid would not have
fit the opening to the pyramid. This seems to fit the wisdom the disciples encoded about their
beliefs of the pyramid in the Bible. Jesus is Lucifer Azazel reincarnate and redeemed. Ascended.
The old testament prophesies of this, and Jesus knew it was all about him. For:
Isaiah 19:19-20 New King James Version (NKJV)
In that day there will be an altar to the Lord in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a pillar to the
Lord at its border. And it will be for a sign and for a witness to the Lord of hosts in the land of
Egypt; for they will cry to the Lord because of the oppressors, and He will send them a Savior and a
Mighty One, and He will deliver them.
The pillar to the Lord at the border of Egypt is the Great Pyramid! The old border went straight
through the pyramid complex at the time of Isaiah!
“You have set signs and wonders in the land of Egypt, to this day...” - Jeremiah 32:20
In Job 38:4-7, Earth is compared to a building. "Where were you when I laid the FOUNDATIONS
of the Earth? Declare, if you have understanding. Who laid the MEASURES thereof, if you
knowest? or who stretched the LINE upon it? Whereupon are the FOUNDATIONS thereof
fastened? or who laid the CORNER STONE thereof; When the MORNING STARS sang together,
and all the sons of God shouted for joy?"
The Great Pyramid of Giza incorporates the dimensions of the Earth, and the solar system in it`s
complex mathematical structure which I`ve written an article about.
The Bible calls Jesus the head-corner stone. The actual greek word used for corner-stone in the
Bible can only relate to a pyramidal apex! Jesus is the finished pyramid! The pyramid was the tomb
of Lucifer Azazel! Jesus was the pharaoh! The pharaoh was always Horus incarnate. The GPG is a
lid-less tomb of arguably Osiris (Orion/Apollyon/Azazel) because the Egyptians worshipped Osiris
as a resurrecting God alive in every pharaoh. They believed the Ka, or spirit of Osiris would pass on
from one pharaoh to the next: Making the pharaoh God himself.
Furthermore: The solid-rock lid to the GPG would be to big to transport in through the door. It was
built without a lid! The pyramid is 12500 years old, and was made by the angels as a prophecy
about Jesus, and a time of no more death! Jesus came, and broke Lucifers curse; the mosaic laws;
and reinstituted the reign INSTEAD of Lucifer with the pyramid complete. Jesus is the 12000 year
old prophecy complete! The spiritual pyramid was finished 2000 years ago with Jesus everlasting
kingdom just as prophecied! The GPG even predicted the years, and location it would happen. That
is why Moses set out from Egypt. The long awaited Son of Man: The Messiah came 2000 years
ago. Our plan is now complete. Long may he reign! 😊
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We believe that the mountain of transfiguration was Mt.Hermon which is a short road away from
Caesarea Philippi, because the same chapter tells of Jesus stating that the gates of Hell shall not
overpower His! There was a historic pagan temple straight below Mt.Hermon in veneration to the
fallen angels which was analogous to the ¨gates of Hell¨! Mt.Hermon was where Lucifer Azazel fell
as in the book of Enoch! The fallen angels were described as ¨shining ones.¨
Matthew 16:13-20
When Jesus came to the region of Caesarea Philippi, He questioned His disciples: “Who do people
say the Son of Man (Orion) is?”
They replied, “Some say John the Baptist; others say Elijah; and still others, Jeremiah or one of the
prophets.”
“But what about you?” Jesus asked. “Who do you say I am?”
Simon Peter answered, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.”
Jesus replied, “Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah! For this was not revealed to you by flesh and
blood, but by My Father in heaven. And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will build
My church, and the gates of Hades will not prevail against it. I will give you the keys of the
kingdom of heaven. Whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose
on earth will be loosed in heaven.”
Then He admonished the disciples not to tell anyone that He was the Christ.
/Understand? The next chapter brings them to Mt.Hermon
Matthew 17:1-2
After six days Jesus took with him Peter, James and John the brother of James, and led them up a
high mountain by themselves. There he was transfigured before them. His face shone like the sun,
and his clothes became as white as the light.
And now to make my point of this chapter. This tells that Jesus was not a human, but a God`s son:
Lucifer Azazel reborn. To undo the fall into sin, and to complete the law, and take back the kingdom
of Heaven as Lucifer ascended. Now. Why can I certify this? Firstly: The truest name of Jesus is
always the first mention as is customary in Judaism. The first name was Immanuel meaning ¨El
with us.¨ Jesus was born at sunset as you can discover in the astrotheological birth in my book on
Revelations. El is Saturn. Saturn`s planetary seal is the same as the demonic seal of Azazel. The
symbol of Azazel in Rosicrucianism is the red cross. Saturn`s symbol is also the cross (with a sicle
i.e having the keys of death.) The Bible tells Jesus died to take the keys of death!
Yes. There is a road to Heaven, and I`ve seen it myself. The more who walk the road, the easier it is
to find. In the end: Most Christians agree the Bible promises us Heaven will come to Earth, and
there will be no more sin. I disagree as the 1000 year reign is over as we will discover, but it a valid
theory. There is also a simple object which IS the key which he stole. It resides at the Holy Top of
Mt.Purgatory. I`ve seen it myself when I crossed the veil. The stone of ages.. The pyramid of Earth.
Beckoning.. To me! The absolute power in this universe. Let`s just call it the ¨triforce.¨ It is the
most simple rock.. It looks like it has no value like granite, and oscillates between being 4, 5 and 6
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sided. It is the Pyramid. I have walked amidst the fiery stones as they are called. One stone for
every plane is located at the center of the universe. I`ll leave you pondering..
The second beast is a lamb-man with horns: a goat-demon Azazel. He is Christos 666. Chi xi
stigma. More on this in the chapter of Revelations.
Saturn is the ruler of this timespace: The dimension of death. People die here. This is the lowest
dimension. Saturn is Lucifer. The luciferian religion of Yazidis worship Lucifer as Azazel Melek
Taus the peacock angel, and a sun-angel. One of Saturn`s most common names is ¨the black sun¨, or
the ¨death star.¨ Some believe Saturn is a red dwarf diety, and former sun. Most luciferians invoke
Azazel as the primary diefic mask of Lucifer. Azazel is synonymous with Samael: the angel of
death who is called the venom of God, and whom is god of the night. The jewish death-angel
Samael is the Egyptian Set in comparative mythology.
Astrology of Rev 6:1-12 tells us he was born EXACTLY when the sun was DIRECTLY below the
horizon which you can read in my chapter of Revelations. We can read from Jesus birthchart that
Jesus is like: The ultimate. To take it really far: One would not lie when saying ¨Jesus is so great he
must be ¨¨Lucifer Satan¨¨ reborn: The God of this world!¨ The fact is that Jesus is the TRUE ¨son of
man/Orion¨, ¨Light of the world,¨ while Lucifer made himself into the FALSE ¨son of God.¨
Jupiter, and Venus was in conjunction in the womb of Virgo when Jesus was born according to
Revelations 6:1-12 using astrology software. Venus is Lucifer and Jupiter. Jesus now acts as ¨death
angel¨ taking the place of Samael after his fall. Jews view Samael as the angel who carries the soul
of the dead. What do near-death-experience tell us? They all seem to see JESUS taking their soul to
Heaven! This is the master-key of Isaiah 22:22. The eternal Kingship, and power of us in the
Davidic dynasty.
My point is clear: Jesus was a heavenly agent replacement for (God) Lucifer Satan to undo his fall,
his power, and to complete the law: Making the devil useless as a lawyer since Jesus is now your
lawyer in Heaven.
Jesus dethroned Satan through ascending to the 12th mountain where he took the keys, and then
went to the underworld, and after beating Satan`s legions up after his cursed sacrifice death on the
cross, He arose, and paved the road to Heaven. The Bible calls Jesus the firstborn of Heaven`s body.
He WAS God`s only son. The first. But we are God`s sons like through His covenant. Halleyehuah.
He fulfilled the trials of humanity before ¨the powers of Heaven/Elohim¨ through living perfect
after the law before Satan the lawyer who could no longer accuse mankind, or call them his own as
we became a new creation through Jesus also called second Adam. God instituted a new covenant
with man through Jesus: The Yeshuaic covenant, and gave us admittance to Heaven, as he fulfilled
the Judaic-Saturnian law, and Satan could no longer hold us.
Colossians 2:15 ¨In this way, he disarmed the spiritual rulers and authorities. He shamed them
publicly by his victory over them on the cross.¨
How can you call a fish, and a bird the same species? Jesus became our heavenly father! The
firstborn! The blood is the currency of souls. The cross is the ¨tree of life¨ like with Tammuz, and
the Egyptian Ankh.
Jesus is called the second Adam. Adam is another deific mask for Saturn: The all-father. Jesus was
the oversoul. Vishnu. Adam. The prime shekinah: The Earth. Jesus was the tree of life. The tree of
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Tammuz. The symbol of Tammuz? The cross. For the cross had previously been the symbol of
Azazel Lucifer who knew of the Heavenly Scroll, but it was originally intended for Jesus, and Jesus
took it back, and defeated the devil. Jesus crushed them through hanging on it as a holy man: As a
sacrifice for all humanity. The Bible tells he thus became our high-priest in Heaven after his
ascension. He intercedes on our behalf, and has the power to forgive sins through his blood. I`m
amazed he pulled it through!
A biblical prophecy of Jesus was the brass snake on a tree/pole/cross in the desert during the exodus
by Moses. All israelites who were bitten by snakes were healed by looking at this messianic symbol
which has no other explanation other than being a symbol of a Christ alluding to how Jesus took the
serpent`s curse in responsibility for the corruption of man`s DNA as he (perfect God) died on the
cross for us. More on this later. It can thus be hypothesized that Jesus sacrifice for our sins, and for
our healing goes back in time, or that Jesus has died before in Earth`s looong history.
IJesus calls himself ¨the light of the world¨, ¨the morning-star¨, and is called the lamb of God: Titles
which formerly belonged to Lucifer.
The ¨gnostic¨ cult of Jesus, and St.John the Baptist knew of this curse of the serpent which had to be
broken, yet the jews deny all the prophesies of a Lucifer messiah-figure, and are obsessed only with
their stupid law! Still the prophecies are written all over the OT! The prophet Isaiah knew it!
Is possible that the Davidic dynasty knew of the coming Messiah? Solomon was a Lucifer sun myth
figure: A prophecy about Jesus. That is why Jesus is always called the ¨son of David¨ in scripture.
Solomon was the son of David, and the king of Israel. His name means SolOmOn which were the
three words for the Sun in different languages of his time. Sol. Om. On.
Jesus was the first messiah who fulfilled the term Ben Joseph: The suffering messiah of Isaiah. The
redeemer. The lamb of God. He is the servant who lights the candles in Isaiah! The word for servant
used in Isaiah is ¨sammas¨! The jews have something called the ¨shamash candle¨! The word for
servant in hebrew is autonymous with the Babylonian sungod Shamash. Isaiah talks loads about this
sun-king shamash in his prophesies about the messiah in the latter part of his book. Just read it.
The brightest deific mask of Lucifer is in Shamash. Shamash is a very powerful benign deity who`s
symbol is the cross, and the sun-cross! Shamash is perhaps the purest God I have worked with in
magick, and together with Jesus; he punished the dragon whom was after me. He protected me all
my life. Shamash is a good aspect of Lucifer, or ¨the sun-god.¨
It is also interesting to note that in Hebrew gematria; 666 = Christos, and 666= Yahweh Shamash
(Psalm 84:11) ( יְ הוָ֪ה שֶֶׁ֨ מֶ שhere we see the shamash/servent/Lucifer messianic prophecy as in Isaiah
once more.) Was Jesus shamash? Certainly! Was Jesus Lucifer? You bet!
And now for a riddle. 666 TRUE meaning is very clear. The numbers are three letters in Greek
gematria. 600= Chi, 60= Xi, and 6= Stigma. ¨Chi xi stigma¨ translates to ¨Christ Cross Pierced¨.
Jesus is the 1st beast. Apollyon/Azazel are false versions of Jesus! In Rev.14:1 the 144.000 have the
name of the lamb`s father on their foreheads (the Israeli SHEMA) , and not the symbol of sacrifice.
Jesus on a cross. This is happening now. It can really also be miraculously interpreted that Jesus has
a son. More on this later. STAND WITH ME!
Jesus is called the servant in scripture. ¨My servant the seed/sproud of David¨ is recurring in Isaiah.
This hidden story of the eternal religion is recurring throughout Isaiah whom must have believed in
the Heavenly Scroll, and what pseudo-religious people call the ¨Horus/Lucifer myth.¨ Isaiah calls
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this messiah ¨the Light¨, ¨the servant (sammas)¨, ¨the shepherd¨, ¨prince of peace¨, ¨the
REDEEMER¨ (13 times in total) , the ROCK (pyramid capstone) , ¨King¨, ¨root of Jesse¨, ¨sprout¨
etc. All are titles to what we call ¨Lucifer¨, but which now belongs to the REAL son of man! The
REAL messiah! Not some fake impostor angel smartass!
Could it be true that Jesus represented Lucifer on the cross to undo the scapegoat Lucifer/Azazel
sin? Is this prophesied in the story of Moses, and the brass snake?
Perfect ¨God¨ became man to die for us while man does the opposite in trying to become perfect
Gods in the image of the once perfect, yet now fallen Azazel; to whom all sin was transcribed:
giving their rights to Saturn/El! Jesus crucified himself on the cross of Saturn! What is the main
symbol of Saturn? A cross! Jesus undid the law! He did it! The cross is also the ancient mark of
Cain, and the jewish symbol for sin! The cross was a ritual! It completed the mosaic law, and
birthed humanity whom until now: had not had wings! We became a new species! We were no
longer a fish, and became a bird!
Lucifer Azazel Saturn himself cursed mankind before God forever saying he came from Heaven to
die for imperfect man on a cross, is God over mankind, that they are in his image under sin. Jesus
did the opposite.
That the great pyramid is Lucifer`s (Osiris) tomb made by Enoch is reflected in the masonic
opening scene of X-men Apocalypse. Lucifer is sometimes equated with Jupiter. Apocalypse calls
himself Ra, Krishna and Yahweh. All associated with Jupiter. Jupiter is another daystar heralding
the sun – and is also a Lucifer in some traditions as we see in ancient belief.
The great pyramid was built as a prophecy of Jesus the REAL (Orion – son of man) messiah for a
time when there would be no more death! To the Egyptians: Jesus must have been very sacred.
Moses knew of the pyramid prophecy to happen in Israel, led the jews out of Egypt, defeated the
giatns, and the jewish messiah became the pyramid capstone instead – 2000 years before 2012! Can
you believe it worked? Now we are no longer Ra`s! We belong to Jesus, and are free from the law!
Why? For Jesus ascended into the 13th dimension: the highest Heaven. The Bible says he intercedes
for us constantly, and acts as our high-priest in Heaven. Halleyehuah! The high-priest was one who
did sacrifice to atone for the people`s sin! His blood covenant. That is why the devil will seek to
corrupt human dna, but the lion rules as king.
The Bible calls Jesus the way, the truth, and the life. The Bible calls him ¨the door.¨ What is the
door? Saturn`s seal is in magick called the door! The gateway! The hexagram. Jesus cross opened a
road to the top of Mt.Purgatory in the 12th Heaven where he took the keys of death. (Or atleast
that`s what I would have done.)
Isn`t that funny? To put it into worldwide spiritual terms: Jesus had a ritual to bridge the gap to
Heaven for the ENTIRE WORLD as he was the oversoul Adam - the shekinah spirit, or the SON
OF MAN! The more people walk a path: The easier it is visible. It is as simple as: Jesus was the
first who found the path to Heaven for all humanity. One day: The road will be so well traversed,
and the devil so hated, and forgotten the road to perdition will be entirely forgotten, and the devil
remain a disembodied thoughtform without a host: For all will live according to their True Will, and
True Higher Selves: The Holy Ghost as Sons of God, and there will be no thorn in any heart for this
thoughtform to fit.
Heaven will come to Earth, and all will be children of Israel I pray. Amen.
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Lucifer`s spirit, and curse has sprouted hundreds, if not thousands of Lucifer myths throughout all
cultures, and all history: But Jesus really did it! God is great! Who was Jesus. Truly I tell you: When
Jesus came to me personally: He revealed that his TRUEST identity was… ADAM. Keep this a
secret.
That Jesus is Lucifer`s spirit ascended is a closely guarded masonic secret now unveiled. But it`s
only half true. In fact: It was Lucifer who acted as Jesus, and not the other way around!
Monotheistic worship of the One creator God, and worship of God`s son/sun and morning-star
(light and love) is as old as the humanity, and stars themselves. For the heavenly scroll (Mazzaroth)
, and all creation testifies of it.

Jesus second coming
Now why might there be no second coming co-relating the rider on the white horse of Revelations
19-20, the 1000 year reign, and Rev 12?
For Revelations 12 is the astrological reference to the date Jesus was born! And Revelations 19-20
is also his first coming as the Magog war is astrologically happening in our time after the 1000
years! The dead arose only at Christ`s first coming. The only 2nd coming of Christ is the antichrist
2nd beast Jesus 666, and the the Lamb. Both whom are found in Revelations 13-14. Acts 1:9-11, and
Luke 22:10 clearly tell that Jesus will reincarnate, and be here in 2012 as we will discover. I have
personally seen his coming in the clouds on a UFO.
¨After He had said this, they watched as He was taken up, and a cloud hid Him from their sight.
They were looking intently into the sky as He was going, when suddenly two men dressed in white
stood beside them. “Men of Galilee,” they said, “Why do you stand here looking into the sky? This
same Jesus, who has been taken from you into heaven, will come back in the same way you have
seen Him go into heaven.”
This is the only scripture telling Jesus Himself will return in person. I believe this might happen
when the entire world welcomes him. Why? For many people have seen him physically already
now! He`s just waiting for a ready, clean bride! In other words: He won`t come as a savior to a
world that hates him: Neither Jesus, or Ashtar would. Some say Ashtar is Jesus incarnate in the year
2012.
The 144.000 with the lamb were the 144.000 white limestone-blocks covering the Great Pyramid at
the time of Christ. The mathematics of the pyramid timeline created a calendar which according to
the similar Mayan calendar pinpoints the year 2012 as the return of Jesus. The disciples knew this,
and St.John`s Revelation have hidden, astrological prophesies about OUR timephrame surrounding
the Aquarian age starting in 2012.
We can clearly see that Jesus believed he would return through incarnation in the astrological
interpretation of Luke 22:10
He replied, "As you enter the city, a man carrying a jar of water will meet you. Follow him to the
house that he enters.¨ Historians argue that this is one of the Bible`s many mysterious allegories as
no man would carry water in the 1st century Israel!! That is a historical fact. I interpret it that the
church shall follow the next messiah when he comes in the astrological age of Aquarius which
strictly began in 2012. Our church believes this is a possibility, and that there is hope for unity
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between religions in procreating belief in this messiah Ben David through common hope and
prayer. Did you know there are two messiahs? Jesus was messiah Ben Joseph while messiah Ben
David is still to come!
The prophecies of Rev 12, 14, and 19-20 relate to his first coming, and the 1000 year reign in
Heaven. The 1000 years of Christ`s kingdom is over now as we now enter the Magog war of the
Rothschild second beast.
YOU forge the future now.
We have discovered that Christos means 666, and that this Jesus has perhaps returned.
I believe that the only NT prophesies about how the second coming of ¨Jesus¨ will happen is in Rev
14, and the gospels f.i Luke 17:20-37:
¨When asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God would come, Jesus replied, “The kingdom
of God will not come with observable signs. Nor will people say, ‘Look, here it is,’ or ‘There it is.’
For you see, the kingdom of God is in your midst.”
Then He said to the disciples, “The time is coming when you will long to see one of the days of the
Son of Man, but you will not see it. People will tell you, ‘Look, there He is,’ or ‘Here He is.’ Do not
go out or chase after them. For as the lightning flashes and lights up the sky from one end to the
other, so will be the Son of Man in His day. But first He must suffer many things and be rejected by
this generation.
Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of Man: People were
eating and drinking, marrying and being given in marriage, up to the day Noah entered the ark.
Then the flood came and destroyed them all.
It was the same in the days of Lot: People were eating and drinking, buying and selling, planting
and building. But on the day Lot left Sodom, fire and brimstone rained down from heaven and
destroyed them all.
It will be just like that on the day the Son of Man is revealed. On that day, let no one on the
housetop come down to retrieve his possessions. Likewise, let no one in the field return for anything
he has left behind. Remember Lot’s wife! Whoever tries to save his life will lose it, but whoever
loses his life will preserve it. I tell you, on that night two people will be in one bed: One will be
taken and the other left. Two women will be grinding grain together: One will be taken and the
other left.” “Where, Lord?” they asked. Jesus answered, “Wherever there is a carcass, there the
vultures will gather.”
Jesus also says: ¨I am coming like a thief in the night.¨ We believe that Jesus will be birthed before
the last tribulation and come subtly, humbly, and to everyone`s surprise like a thief in the night at
the end of a storm. (Lightning strikes from one side of the sky to the other when a thunderstorm is
ending.) The gospels clearly say Jesus will come when lighting strikes from one side of the sky to
the other. I personally witnessed this during the feast of the tabernacles in Jerusalem 2012. I had just
arrived, and it was the only thunderstorm that year. I was greeted as rabbi, but forsaken before the
wailing wall without my creditcard, keys, phone, food, cloathes, and ran through Jerusalem while
shivering to a church. I escaped angry muslims, and climbed a tree to jump over the barbed wire
fence surrounding the church. There I could sleep. I should write a book. Anyways.
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Jesus 1000 year reign is over. The hope now rests on YOU! Will you be the Christ? Remember! The
prophesies of the Old Testament Davidic reign are in-valid through the New Testament. God ended
Abrahamism. If there ever comes a jewish ¨messiah¨ who is not Jesus, then he is an antichrist.
Remember! The 1st beast is the antichrist Judas while the 2nd beast might be the Christ. The
antichrist, and the beast are not necessarily the same.
People will ask: Is this Jesus? It will be the same as his first coming. None will believe him, and
scripture clearly tells more than anything how he will be hiding from the world until SUDDENLY
appearing almost overnight. The Bible also tells he comes to judge, and bring war. For Jesus says: ¨I
have not come to bring peace, but a sword.¨ Some believe he will come from the sky as many
modern theosophists, and new-agers imagine their ¨Maitreya Saviour¨ will come. Mark 13:26 "At
that time people will see the Son of Man coming in clouds with great power and glory.¨
He has come. I have seen this star of Christ return.
We must always interpret the Bible with the Bible: seeing which scriptures that match, for the
authors, and Jesus were very conscious about this. The Bible is clear that Jesus will come against us
with sudden war. A wife might be spared, and hide from the ¨day of the Lord¨, while her husband
will suffer without a hiding place as we read in Luke. The Bible says the world will hide in their
bunkers
Isaiah 2:19 as well as Revelations 6:16
¨They called to the mountains and the rocks, "Fall on us and hide us from the face of him who sits
on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb!¨
Jesus clearly equals his second coming to the terrible day of the Lord when only the few will
survive. This ¨day of the Lord¨ is spoken about throughout the whole Old Testament. Google it.
This war is the Armageddon war, and the Magog war which the Bible pinpoints to our exact
timephrame. In other words: Jesus second coming is no miraculous event. It is the coming of wrath!

I should mention when addressing the second coming through gnostic interpretations that this
doesn`t mean nothing will happen between now, and the end of the world! That the 1000 year reign
has ended, and that Christianity loose all as we approach the Magog war doesn`t mean the NWO
will last forever! It is a NEW age. YOU form our future! Thousands, and perhaps millions of
prophets might appear! Jesus says we are Gods. YOU are a potential Christ!
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Chapter 3: The Aquarian Law of Light.
Religion, wars, and the future
Religion has been blamed for creating all wars. But if religion is about God; would you blame God
for all wars? Surely man cannot blame God! The great Hermes once said religion was mankind`s
greatest gift. Religion once was the sole door to become educated. It`s ancient sciences dominated
the elite caste of all time. In it we find both mathematics, astrology, philosophy, and much more.
The elite has always been religion. It is said knowledge is power. You cannot blame truth! And
religion should be just that: As the law of love, and light demands.
Mankind has reached a historical point. The common knowledge about science, and our humanist
philosophies has reached a point where wars, and fighting must be a thing of the past. Peace cannot
come through a strict police-state, or atheistic belief in science; as humanity is religiously inclined
from inception. Peace cannot come through homogenous ethnicity, but through unity in ethics and
philosophy. Through love and light.
The world has been globalized since the Roman Empire.
For globalism, and peace to work; we need a homogenous ideology. A moralistic code that all
religions, and beliefs agree on. Peace cannot come through homogenous ethnic majority. We must
find a solution. You cannot hide; for globalism cannot be averted. WE are responsible of building a
peaceful world ramp for our grandchildren!
It is also my claim that the Christian gospels of Jesus gives us the only true Abrahamism.
Furthermore; I believe that Jesus showed the path for Abrahamism to take in the future. I believe
Jesus was Lucifer the liberator. Where does Jesus want to lead us? Jesus led us to Heaven, and
crushed the Abrahamic laws of Saturn. Jesus is Lucifer of today: Leading us out of Abrahamic
despotism of Judaism and Islam. For both are racial-imperialistic racist ideologies. It is time
Lucifer`s people become racial imperialistic as well: Civilizing the world. I am almost serious. It`s
gotten that bad. Abrahamism burden us with laws that Jesus died for. Judaism, and Islam are against
the western-humanistic vision of a future global world! A world of joy, universal brotherhood, and
freedom from Abrahamic laws! The Bible promises us a world without sin. How will that be
possible if Judaism, and Islam wins the globalization game of the NWO?
Lucifer, and Lady liberty must rise! Love is all we are, and our most sacred nature: The nature that
reflects God: love and light. Love can conquer war and famine. Love is all we have. It is our human
exam.
Tests were made among chimpanzees, and it showed they did not exhibit self-sacrificing love like
we do. Love is a sacrifice. Love is a choice. Give all you are to all around you.

Lucifer Jesus is the solution
Lucifer is the rebel. The liberator. The great Hero. The caretaker of the people. He holds the mantle
of truth. He is the ultimate form of love, joy and happiness. He is a perfectionist creating utopia.
Only the best is an option. We are the Lucifer generation, and we must strive towards perfection
incessantly. It has come to this. Lucifer is the lightbringer, the intellect, and this is his age. The
solution was already written in the secret meaning of the Christian gospels. Jesus is Lucifer.
I believe Lucifer worship to be the ancient starting-point of religion, and that all Abrahamic
religions stem from it; going back to the pre-judaic pantheons of the ancient middle-east. I thus
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believe Lucifer Jesus came to them to set them free from their law! As they are His religions and
sheep.
Jesus Lucifer takes Abrahamic religions back to their origins in Atlantis. Jesus is the sun-god
Lucifer. The aryan sun-god was the blonde Lucifer in Atlantis before Satan led them into
corruption. Jesus Lucifer reincarnated to further religion, and take charge of this realm. He took
abrahamism back to before it`s origins. He finished the pyramid of Atlantis. He is the pinnacle of
civilization. Our eternal king through whom we are saved. All is complete. But wait..! Abrahamism
through Islam and Judaism!
God`s son Lucifer incarnates every zodiacal age to bring his Father`s word, and is back here in 2012
as the Bible prophesies in Luke 22:11. The waterbearer. Jesus was the latest incarnation, and he
returns forever more.
This is the age of Lucifer! A new day of freedom and light! A new global man needs a universal
moralistic code: Love and Light. Islam must reform like Christianity did. The Al-Azhar university
must reform, or be nuked as heretics!
This is the age of Atlantis! The age when Lucifer the Sun-God was worshipped as God`s son! We
have not had such technology since Atlantis! It is the end of abrahamic religion. Jesus should be the
God of the NWO. Lucifer is the answer.
For the world must be one. And their unity must be a world of love, truth and science; summarized
in the words ¨love and light.¨ Not in religious superstition, or one dominating ethno-religious group
as f.i Islam or Judaism.
Science must use the elimination method with religion; taking it back to it`s origin of sun-and love
worship in Atlantis. ¨Love and Light¨. Science will take us back to the future with Jesus as eternal
king
It is vital that we learn to agree on not agreeing; coexisting under a world-religious common code
which would give us safety. Under it`s protection; we can still discuss peacefully. This is not an age
of war! It`s an age of love and light=morale and enlightenment! An age of peace! We cannot
postpone the scientific approach to religion!
The basis for a New Law
Love is what defines us humans; the strongest weapon we have. And all have it.
It is a dream of utopia: If God is Love, and Love was the law: We should burn our differences on
the pyre of peace. I assure you all war would stop, and the world be stable forever. Therefore;
Let us drop everything we are doing, and become prophets of the new age peace. For the modern
world`s potential can be too good, and eternal to miss. Think of the eternal circus we could create!
This would be the first generation in world history who could accomplish it! We CANNOT miss
this! Therefore we must keep this current peace for as long as possible. Mankind has never been
more healthy, and the world has never been more peaceful. We must prevent war for western
evolution of love and light. We denounce the Old-World-Order of evolution through war and
suffering.
We are love and light!
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Power to the people.
Let me give an example at first to make you see the outlines of the future, and the problem I`m
solving. I hate, and love jews.
If I was a reformed-jewish, elitist oligarch: I won`t deny I would let the hate of orthodox religious
superiors against sinful man define how I shaped a world where only the elite have access to love
and light: Enlightened knowledge of freedom, liberty, money, sex, and enjoyments of life, as the
goyim don`t deserve anything but to be ruled cause: ¨We are God`s hand, humanity is evil, deserves
suffering, and can only learn by it, for it has always been so. They can never embrace love.¨
This is the main archon we are attacking. POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
If I was a super-powerful jew with all the joys in the world, I`d like to rule over a world of two
classes. Us the super-rich jews, and the poor-middle-class heathens. It is vital that we divide them
into classes under a strong police-state, so they never see their potential, and start enjoying the life
philosophy of us elites. Homogeneous society always rules the government; while a divided
population needs the government for safety.
The only homogenous society working in the world is the axis of evil, and they rule! This is Israel`s
master plan. A cold world where fanatic Islam is the main catalyst. To create a nervous world where
you cannot say what you mean or feel.
We need a new magus for a new age. We need the True religion, and the eternal law: Love and
Light. For without them; no life would exist. Surely God is love and light! Love bridges all nations,
ethnicities, and is what we are made of. The quality of God. Light enlightens so we achieve an
ethnically homogenous society. This is VITAL for Christianity`s future. Therefore:
The Aquarian law of Light: Love and light.
The sacred Aquarian law of Light: also called the law of love.
The law of Gabriel (Im Lucifer Gabriel Thoth thrice greatest) which_Gabriel_told_me for the future
world without sin, ok? Here goes:

¨The God of this world is love and light. Jesus the Light. Love is law, and light is truth. Be honest,
and true to yourselves. Do what you want, and if you find God; it`s great!¨
That was all Gabriel said. I shall not add to it. I was lying in bed, and could clearly see an angel
whom identified as Gabriel.
This is also called ¨the law of freedom¨, or ¨the law of the child.¨
Does not Jesus say you will not enter Heaven unless you become like children? He tells you ¨do to
others what you want others to do to you.¨
Added to the law is the proclamation. ¨I am God for I am his son, and my Heavenly Father is my
higher self, and He is my true will through the Holy Spirit.¨
Galatians 5:22-23
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control. Against such things there is no law.
Against love in the spirit; there is no law. For me; who am haunted by my own devil; I choose to
follow the Christian-judaic laws, but I will enlighten you my children.
It is mankind`s job to seek the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit to make us free from sin. We cannot
accomplish this ourself. Freedom is not freedom to sin, but freedom from sin.
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The nature of sin explained
Honesty is a very important subject when it comes to sin and holiness. Honesty means staying true
to yourself: Your True will. It means staying true to others, to national law, etc. Do what you want
is the freedom St.Paul writes about. Both the atheist, and Christian should do what they want, but
the Christians do it because their will is reborn in the Holy Spirit.
Honesty is so important because true sin is sinning against your own conscience. If you are
convinced something feels wrong, or if you know it is a sin to you; the devil will sue you for know:
There is an angel, and devil recording every thought, and word through all your life. This is an
absolute fact I have established through my work on magick. For I sinned a lot.
Being honest doesn`t necessarily mean saying rude things. Being honest also implies being honest
to the law of the country. Do what you want means being yourself! Love one another means never
inciting violence, not bullying, beating, killing, but coexisting, and saying only good to one another.
Especially those who have low self-esteem. This law could work and make the world a paradise.
Honesty means that when you find God, you must choose to convert as certain as the spirit yawns
for it inside of you. That is honesty. It also means not to change religion whence you have first
started your Christian course and received the Holy Spirit True Will of the sanctification process.
Only when you stand true to the Law, and your True Will can you Truly be freed from sin, and live
like children as the Bible tells will be the future. You grow closer to a sin-less nature through the
theological sanctification process after becoming a Christian. For your yearnings becomes the
yearnings of a Holy God. are God, and your true will is God`s. God is your higher self, and coexists in everyone around you until you reach eternal love; ending all sin.
The nature of sin explained!
The devil took mankind`s guilt because he wasn`t honest to himself; honest to God. The devil was
awakened by that guilty pain, or lack of love, and possessed mankind; finding life in his guilty
conscience; and thus owning his soul; as the devil is a disembodied spirit without form unless we
give him room. Mankind thus desperatly created an Abrahamic law for themselves and others; to
live free from the devil.
The new-testament says sin came into the world through the law. The jews became slaves of ElSaturn-Death-Law-Time, and forgot the law of the law of children. The law of the heart. Few jews
realized the law was personal, and did not involve others until Jesus came along, and taught the law
was relative to person and situation. Jesus Lucifer lived by the entire Judaic law, and undid it
through a ritual on the cross; taking the keys of death from Saturn through his ascension. Saturn`s
symbol is the cross.
Understand this:
Moses created something so impossibly holy only because of his occult former life as a sinner in the
house of Pharaoh. The Bible says the devil was after Moses soul. It is the same with me. I know the
devil, and because the astral demon takes part in my broken heart when I commit the sin of love; I
am no longer holy enough to love freely. If I had loved as an innocent child of Jesus since birth, and
been happy all my life; the devil would not have been able to be inside me, and ¨own me¨. The devil
is an astral thoughtform awakened by every painful emotion. Acts you do when acting through that
that pain which gave the devil room is sin. When you are in Jesus: there is no room for the devil,
and there is no sin. The devil only exist because people are burdened through life. Got it?
Abraham was Saturn with his many sons. Google it. Saturn made a covenant with Abraham. The
law of Moses was sent from God. From Saturn. El. It`s only benign purpose was to further the
coming of Jesus. In retrospective: We see the law was the devil`s law; and yet was instituted by
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God to dethrone Satan through Jesus completing it. Or else; the thoughtform would have never
ended, and mankind would never have been ¨birthed.¨
The second Adam re-instituted the law of the children through being perfect in the eyes of the
lawish accuser. Mankind was ¨birthed¨ or a ¨new species.¨ Can you call a sheep with wings a sheep
anymore, or judge them by the same law? No! The law was undone. Praise Jesus Lucifer.
The devil is a lawyer, and mankind was free to walk to Heaven after Jesus whom we are saved
through. Since the fall into sin: Mankind had never been free to take the keys of Hades for
themselves until Jesus took them; and mankind was thus birthed as worthy as a species in the eyes
of the lawyer; for mankind was earthbound, and could not fly to the 7th heaven`s interdimensional
summit where the keys of David lie. Jesus took the place of Lucifer in Heaven on the mount of ¨the
fiery stones¨ where I have been! I know every corner of this universe. Jesus thus became ¨owner¨,
and lawyer of his human children whereas Lucifer had previously had that position, and took it with
him after falling from Heaven. Jesus became the death-angel whom Lucifer once was, and mankind
was worthy before God forever-more.
It is pivotal that mankind stay at Jesus hands, and never corrupt their dna to undo the salvation
through Jesus.
Today: the Abrahamic laws are therefore the best friend of the devil, and an enemy to humanity.
Abrahamic laws are a disease, and none can live by them! They give no salvation, but help those
whom are either plagued by a guilty conscience or demons. F.i I, just like Moses; chose to live by
the laws; and do so automatically as I was plagued by demons, and have been religious all my life.
But the pains, laws, and devil will be gone in a future 1000 year reign amen.
The laws creeping in the cracks in the guilty heart of a broken child only summon a possessive
astral demonic entity thoughtform that seek to judge all humans on behalf of the few who upholds
it; giving it life, and condemning the others. This is the religious spirit of the lawyer the devil. This
is ludicrous.. Compare Exodus 13:16 to Revelations 13:16. I told you the Christians saw the law as
a disease, and a growing cancer! The antichrist Islam, and Judaism seeks to bind humanity to law
once again. A child burdened by the weight of the law all his life becomes bitter, and creates even
heavier burdens for his children out of pride.
God promises us a world free from sin; in a future time where all have evolved from being christian
in decades that the astral thought-form of sin, and law has no room; for there is no pain on Earth to
be found. I am a prophet of that age.
All are God`s children, and there is no chosen people as Jesus humorously says ¨God can raise up
children of Abraham from these rocks!¨. If anything; the civilized Europeans should be the chosen
people because of their holy beauty, intellectual blue eyes, and angelic sun-light hair. They should
live like angels. We`ll get to that.
Can you really bring yourself to believe a human God created mankind in His image with the
purpose of judging us after this law? The law is the devil`s best friend, and empowers the in-human
archons of hate, envy, guilt and shame. The disciples of the laws of Islam, and Judaism become
anti-human devil`s themselves; judging others to impossible standards like their father the devil.
When we were in Eden; we would jump at each other, and instantly have sex on a crush. The
feelings of lust, bitterness, and perversion stem from the fall into sin; when we got our intelligence
from Lucifer Adam in the story of the serpent in Eden. This is why Jesus acted as Lucifer Adam on
the cross of Saturn/law to unbind us from the law, and fulfill humanity. For this world is a school,
and Jesus was the first graduate. He intercedes for his children in Heaven having overcome death. I
have personally been visited by Jesus who confirmed he was Adam from the garden Himself. This
is a great secret the devil fears, for it confirms the grandeur of God`s plan.
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Whenever I want to fuck, but condemn myself; those feelings awaken the astral-demonicthoughtforms of the devil and law. The longer I flirt; the stronger the sensation of the demonic
becomes, and when I`m finally in the act; I simply can`t have sex because of my religious
conviction. If I do have sex; the devil will jump right inside me, and judge me on behalf of the law.
It is the law of the devil; not the law of God!
Whenever I have spontaneous sex; I feel a pure conscience, and believe me; for the devil
continuously haunts me. For I am like Moses.
Christianity has a total of 4 laws given by St.Peter. One of them is not to fornicate. That depends on
what you term fornication. Are we not all one in the body of Christ? The Bible says that all is
allowed in love, and that I can do everything, but not everything is beneficial. We interpret this as
not to have sex, or orgies in unclean fashions unworthy of salvations, or with non-christians, the
wicked, unclean, and the possessed. Stay pure in Church.
I will free you from abrahamism.
Verily I tell you! This is the will of Melchizedek.
The secrets of love and light
Love is similar to the word law in pronunciation. Love is the law. Love is life.
Light is enlightenment, truth and life.
These are the two main ingredients for eternal safety on Earth; which the creator put in place visibly
as Venus, and the Sun.
Light is life as the sun that warms; unfreezing the emptiness of coldhearted reserved mindsets.
Both love, and light is life. Both a the procreative wheels of evolution.
Love as law is the only necessary morale; if one understands what the word love implies as in
Corinthians 13. Love is respect. Love is kindness. Love is meekness. Love is growth. Love is
praise. Love is being social and acknowledging. Love is not slandering or bullying. Love is giving
compliments. Love is including everyone. Love is serving, making dinner, and putting others higher
than yourself. Love is giving hugs. Love is smiling, and spreading life. Love is the nature of the
creator.
Light. Light is truth, intellect and enlightenment. When all are enlightened; our common knowledge
that will one day bind the world together. Light is being open. Nothing can hide from it.
Christianity will be proven by science.
God granted mankind love. Lucifer granted mankind intellect. Then the giants died in the flood.
Jesus Lucifer Adam was born from a pure seed, and freed us from karmic sin on the cross breaking
the cycle, and sent us home to Eden. Humanity was re-born in Christ.
Heaven is exalting in praise! God`s plan with creation is now complete: awaiting the race of the
angelic man. The kingdom of God. And I`m it`s prophet.
God pours out the spring rain over Israel like in kingdoms past where the sun-king Solomon
reigned. This is the lamb of Aquarius to whom the Father gave a grail, bled, and made a covenant
with; calling him his only son when he was 9. God gave me a vision of a lamb, and it was
tormented throughout his life because his love had forbidden colors. Then God killed his son, and
raised him up after 3 years. God showed mercy to the world, and broke the curse of love; starting
the age of Aquarius. For I am ALL the Pains, and iniquities of Piscean bondage.
Love is eternal; and traverses religion, ethnicity, time and borders. Love freely; willed, and without
hesitation. For the law is that ¨you can do what you want; but honesty is a virtue; thus you must live
to your true will, and believe what you do! Be true! Be light! For verily I tell you; those who sin
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against their heart live in darkness; knowing this is a sin to them. The devil creeps inside. For who
can heal the crack when the devil is inside? The crack will widen, and you loose a part of yourself
for all eternity. NEVER sin to your heart.
We transform ourselves through the Spirit, and blood of Jesus! We become one with Heaven! An
early christian secret. For the Bible tells we are His branches, and become one with Him through
the bread and wine.
The story of Lucifer as a recurring savior-figure preaching of Heaven is the eternal story, and most
ancient religion on Earth. It is the only true when combined with astro-theology and monotheism.
God incarnates every zodiacal age to further God`s word as prophet. This is the ancient religion of
the Illuminati. The sun-children.
This is the eternal story found in all ancient religions all over the world through comparative
mythology. Jesus is the reigning friend you have in Heaven, whom you should focus on.
Through Jesus Lucifer as Lord of Earth; the Bible promises a world free from sin. God is revealed
as a human-friendly higher self. God is the all. He is you and me. How can we possibly sin?
Only when following the Aquarian law of Light will you be free from sin. Only when living
without the self-condemning knowledge of the Abrahamic laws will you be free from sin. St.Paul
writes about this. Prove me wrong with the Bible. Remember: St.Peter lists only 4 sins we have to
follow, and that was before the age of Aquarius in which duration; the kingdom of God will come if
you heed these words! Follow the law of Light! For the Bible promises us a world without sin both
in the Old Testament, and New Testament. Jesus understood the Bible in relation to the greater
mysteries. The jews didn`t.
Where there is no law other than the 7 we will touch upon later. There is no self-condemnation.
Disagree? Just read the book of Romans.
Romans 7:7-11
7

What shall we say, then? Is the law sinful? Certainly not! Nevertheless, I would not have known
what sin was had it not been for the law. For I would not have known what coveting really was if
the law had not said, “You shall not covet.” 8 But sin, seizing the opportunity afforded by the
commandment, produced in me every kind of coveting. For apart from the law, sin was dead. 9 Once
I was alive apart from the law; but when the commandment came, sin sprang to life and I died. 10 I
found that the very commandment that was intended to bring life actually brought death. 11 For sin,
seizing the opportunity afforded by the commandment, deceived me, and through the
commandment put me to death.
1 Corinthians 10 23-33
“Everything is permissible,” but not everything is beneficial. “Everything is permissible,” but not
everything is edifying. No one should seek his own good, but the good of others.
Eat anything sold in the meat market without raising questions of conscience, for, “The earth is the
Lord’s, and the fullness thereof.”
If an unbeliever invites you to a meal and you want to go, eat anything set before you without
raising questions of conscience. But if someone tells you, “This food was offered to idols,” then do
not eat it, for the sake of the one who told you and for the sake of conscience—the other one’s
conscience, I mean, not your own. For why should my freedom be determined by someone else’s
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conscience? If I partake in the meal with thankfulness, why am I denounced because of that for
which I give thanks?
So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all to the glory of God. Do not become a
stumbling block, whether to Jews or Greeks or the church of God, just as I try to please everyone in
all I do. For I am not seeking my own good, but the good of many, that they may be saved.
/ Paul goes on to say that one thing can be sin for a jew, but not for a roman.

Who are the jews?
Romans 2:29 ¨No, a person is a Jew who is one inwardly; and circumcision is circumcision of the
heart, by the Spirit, not by the written code. Such a person's praise is not from other people, but
from God.¨
All christians are jews! Some chose to be messianic christian (jews) , and circumcise themselves to
get the blessings of living by what laws still counts for them in the Mosaic laws.
Far into the aquarian age: 100 years after unifying world beliefs, and ending war, starvation, and
disease: Heaven will come to Earth, and there will be no more sin; for the devil will have no room
without a thorn in any man`s heart. All will live in their higher selves: the holy ghost, and all deeds
will be sacred; for all will be Christians of my gospel.
A Christian gospel of Love
Corinthians 13:1-13
If I speak in the tongues of men or of angels, but do not have love, I am only a resounding gong or a
clanging cymbal. If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and
if I have a faith that can move mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. If I give all I possess
to the poor and give over my body to hardship that I may boast, but do not have love, I gain
nothing.
Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It does not dishonor
others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not
delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always
perseveres.
Love never fails. But where there are prophecies, they will cease; where there are tongues, they
will be stilled; where there is knowledge, it will pass away. For we know in part and we prophesy in
part, but when completeness comes, what is in part disappears. When I was a child, I talked like a
child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became a man, I put the ways of
childhood behind me. For now we see only a reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to
face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I am fully known. And now these three
remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.¨
Love knows no boundaries. Love is trust. Love is hope. Love is perserverance. Love is faithful.
Love overcomes. Love is eternal - is life. Love is the core of faith, and the faith is the core of man.
It`s a story of love. The Bible. Everything. The shekinah. Love tells a man`s character, and where
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he puts his faith. Faith and love. Glory to the creator. Love, and light/enlightenment is the school to
become men.
When entering Heaven; Many who return report they are asked ¨did you learn to love?¨ by angels. I
had lot`s of love in my childhood, and I tell you I needed it: For I have persevered. Love can bring
peace between religions, people and countries. Not because we agree. Not because we make
compromise, but because we use our brain, and our brain points us to the heart. Because we love
each other. Because God is love. The heart holds God`s law. Law is faith. And the law is love.
Endurance. Will. Tolerance.
Love is light! The sun that gives life, so all things multiply! Jesus is the sun! And the bright
morning star. Love is the core of our belief: Jesus sacrifice. It`s what distinguish us from monkeys!
It`s a scientific fact! It`s as distinct as from crawling on all fours! It`s the beauty of man. I am
certain of the world becoming one. For I have tasted love, I know how it multiplies, and that
everyone has it: For they are loved by God! You are his child, and love is our future.
Christianity is love. And Christianity made morale. Morale made human-values – out of love. The
point of this book shall not abstain from Christianity`s greater tale. Love for each other`s beauty.
Love for muslims, and how they are beautiful. Love for ourselves, and for Norway`s beauty. Just
enough of it. Can`t get enough of it. Just enough to make peace last: Built on the principles that all
human share, and have in common.
This is the essense of all Christianity, and at the core in all morals. God was our first lover: who
created man. He never ceases to love you. For he is Love. Love is the circle of life.
Of all we see in creation, love stands out more than anything. For none of it would be was it not for
love. Love is beauty. Life is beauty. It`s what we humans are in essense: Beauty. Life is an act of
love. Love is our life. None of you would be here if not for love.
God is a personal friend and lover. He is the superconscious in Heaven being all of us at once.
There is a room inside you only he can fill. For you are his.
When you find God; you find true love. When you find true love; you find your True Will. Your
higher self. God. From this love comes all valor, goodness, and remembered achievements of man.
Some people love power. Some have lost their first love. Keeping the children in love, and
nourishing deep relationships,- worth, and value is most important if they are to do better than my
generation.
Some say you find yourself when you loose yourself. I say you find love. I never knew before
dying: What really meant to me, and that all anger, hate, and selfishness was ideas I picked up on
the way before shedding it when I saw myself in the creator to whom I will return to.
Christianity has had a long history. Europe is flooded. The churches are empty. People go partying.
They seek two things: Love and acknowledgement. This is what all seek- deepest inside. The
church hasn`t provided! It must therefore be reformed, not forgotten, and loved more than ever.
A return to our roots under the pope whose name is that of the first. The first shall be the last. The
pope advocates love. We want peace. We`ve had too much war. We must never forget the sacrifices
seen by our former generations. They became hippies. So must we learn to love; before it`s too late.
Before our illusions take over.
Darkness is dispelled by light. I proclaim Christianity to be the religion that has the most of these:
Love and light. And I know we go to Heaven. I tried doing research on you as well, but it doesn`t
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look to good. Still we will love you. And we know you will love us. For we set ourselves in respect,
and you like that. What will we do after the last pope of the old era? Reform. On the original 1st
century foundation.
Jesus says in John 13:34-35
"A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another.
By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another."¨
The last pope is called Peter the Roman. He preaches a gospel of love.
Matthew 16:18
¨ And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades
will not overcome it.¨
Jesus was the man. He was the son of God. Sun of love. He thus became the greatest love: selfsacrifice. He told us all we were wrong, and showed us what is the true man: God. Love. Jesus was
the bright morning star.
This is the age of the apostles. We see the European Catholic church dwindling. The old world is
changing. We see the re-births of liberal, and gnostic Christianity conscience.
The pentecoastal 1st century church are living in biblical times with biblical miracles. Even though
they are few, and persecuted across the world, they hold together, and I have been to many of these
revival meetings. This is just like in the book of acts. We thus see history repeat itself. They are
awaiting the return of Christ.
The time has come for a new Christianity of love in a new theocratic state, and for the Vatican order
of warmachines to end. The time has come for the jews as they return to their homeland. The
Christians will embark on a journey back to the future: To their origins. Islam will shed it`s old skin,
and transform into western humanistic love as the cast-system of sharia falls. Abrahamism will fall.
They will then journey into the future with us so all children of Abraham can stand together, and
rebuild the old world as in was in the days of old. This is my prophecy for the future. The world is
at the edge of a knife. Many are worried about the economy. Never before has a generation changed
as much as now. I lost track of the others, but I learnt two things.
Light and love. Truth and emotional responsibility. When Solomon reigns the Earth: All will be
enlightened in his wisdom. When the first is the last: All will be one, and return to the old. The
Golden Age shall arise again!
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A NWO of love and light
We will laugh at the past, just like we laugh about how playing cards was a sin 100 years ago!
My future will be about liberty. Liberalism. People will laugh at conservative religions, and radical
sharia Islam saying; that was 100 years ago during the war!
They`ll continue celebrating; ¨Now we are all one; love and light; and the Earth is peaceful for all
eternity! Look how we are all brothers! Look at how we overcame starvation, poverty and war!¨
They will celebrate having overcome history with monuments of peace, and stand united under one
true, everlasting religion proven by science; having discovered all the mysteries of the universe.
It will be an eternal circus of music, parties, love and circus! It is time YOU start harnessing the
potential for your future. It`s a dream. Utopia. The only dream there is.
The christ-conscience of love unites all borders. My vision of a NWO is of a playful, social, free
society of equality, happiness, expression, love, and unity in what we overcame; war!
I envision a new revolution coming; perhaps a new renaissance, or a new hippie movement; that
will colour the world with art, understanding, dialogue, love, and create a unity in religions through
the scientific elimination process. One is true; another is not.
I envision a world with a satisfied middle-class that can spend most of their time enjoying life. I
envision a world of circus-parades, and theme-parks. A world of inifinite possibilities; where we
can travel peacefully across all countries, and enjoy all the marvels of the world. Robots will do
most of our work, and every citizen gets a minimum salary for being a citizen.
Bounce freely through life; hug, and kiss those who meet your heart.
Examples on implementations of this universal, exemplary, eternal law would be quite simple;
never to bully anyone, look down on anyone, trespass their borders, always socialize wherever you
are, and never say no to love.
This would be the best future for man, and has been my dream since I was 12 years old! Yet what
killed me? The impenetral wall of complexities; a wall so high, and a dream so higher; I did not
even start climbing it! But today you stand with me, and ascend through love, and hard work! Love
is God. Love is life. The dark alliance HATES love. The devil is hate. God is free, sacred, innocent
love.
Polygami is no sin. As in temporary marriage in Islam. As with the concubines of the kings of
Israel. As with the prophets of Israel. This is a new-age of a golden high civilization. Is it not
written God`s mercy is new every morning?
A new man rises! The universal man! A new global nationalist social garb of God`s new lustful
creation! God pours out his Love to defeat the war-machine. Lucifer, and Aurora arises! The
lovers.
The matriarchy of Babylon rebellion arises against the old order of patriarchic war-gods! And the
war-gods of the Vikings rise against the whore of religion!
Lady liberty, and Lucifer arises! A new mantle; a cape; a multicolored garb for a new worldwide
man; a new woman; a new culture; where we rise into God`s future plan! God`s new creation! We
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become love; graduates from the school of life; for what matters? Love is good. Fear is evil. Hate is
evil. Hate envies, devours, and creates death. Love devours, and creates life. Free love for all is law.
Give them something to believe in again. Stop bullying. Stop loneliness. Stop isolated groups. Stop
division. Start unity. Start hippie love. Start new-age love. A new scream of lust for life arises from
generation 2000! Go back to the gnostics. Love is no sin; I can confirm this; as long as don`t sleep
with evil spirits, perversion, or have a bad conscience about it. In sunni Islam; we have something
called contemporary marriage.
Love is eternal. Love flows; multiplies, overcomes mountains, nurtures; and is the spring rain of
life. This is the message on the internet. This is the new man. It is the core behind the hippie
generation of conspiracy theorists. This is the mission of anonymous. This is the mission of the
New Age. The mission of Christianity. The mission of Buddhism. The mission of Hinduism. The
mission of paganism. And the mission of humanism. And Islam must reform as well. This is the eye
of the needle; the One generation of Aquarius. Our mission is love.
God Is, Was, and Will forever be the same; Love. But the world changes, and his mercy is new
every morning. As the world change; so do our hearts; and so do God`s mercy. For God is the All.
I tell you these new things as prophet.. Verily! Peter gave the Christians only four laws; to abstain
from pollution of idols, from fornication, from things strangled, and from blood. Even still; free sex
was common in the 1st-century Christian church. It was regarded sacred. Paul even says; all is
allowed; and he is the strictest of apostles! The times change.
I am not saying all Christians should become whores; for that is not the concept of love. Love is
love, and what can contain it? Love is breaking the ice. An ice that mostly governs the heart of men;
but also women!
Love will break envy! Individualism! Nazism! Nietzscheism! People are put in unnatural habitats,
and never grow up from being broken children! Break the unsocial spirit! Remember; Those who
are strong of you must embrace the weak! Break the spirit of reserved coldness. Break apathy!
Break slander! Break fashion pressure! All we need is love! Everyone is beautiful in the eyes of the
creator.
Break the Layvean, and Nietszchistic`s egocentric philosophy of the ubermensh ruling classe, and
how strong preys on weak! They are wrong! Just look at how God accompanies Pentecostal
christians! There you see how the strong heal the low. Love to the people is my mission; to break
the ice! Love shall be the new identity of the Aquarian man!
How much more of a judgement it is in the afterlife for those who hate, suppress, and divide than
with those who loved freely!
Love is eternal, and everflowing like God. It`s the beautiful circle of life. Those who endure are like
trees that shoot through the forest towards the light being crowned with love after the journey. I
endured, and you must not. Love is like the perfuming flowers of trees blossoming; it`s the scent in
the wind; spreading sex to the neighbors; impregnating the trees. It is wild, free, animalistic, and
like the wind. Such is the nature of God: Kissing us like rain, sunlight, and the joys of life. Like a
sloppy wet kiss.
I do not say you cannot fall immediately into one others arms; for in a world changed by love;
where all socialize; where the buss is no longer silent, and the people smile on the street;
spontaneous chemistry comes sometimes with one look.
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This is the time. We have to be strong. Spread the words of the prophet. Harness your love.
Beautify each other. Worship light. Worship love, but beautify the ugly even more! For love
includes, knows no borders; and has no shame.
Protect those who love, and protect those who are with us! Go back to nature with the essence of
modern parties. Go back to Rome as fulfillers of Rome`s golden age dream! where elitist enjoyment
is available for all, living like Gods compared to ancient romans. YOU are their dream! THE dream
of the renaissance, and the antique! You are IT! The generation! The new age! You must BREAK
the bondage of the Old World Order! Break the racial-imperialistic oppression of the jews! If you
only learn to laugh! If you only learn to live! If only you learn romance!
Learn to see God in each other! Love one another. Love all aspects of their nature. Socialize, and
comfort them. If only you could learn to love; you are free!
If you only see yourself in the eyes of your ancestors! They had nothing of this; music, party,
fashion, dance, and freedom from religion! FREE YOURSELF! Love IS life. Love IS religion. The
lesson of nature. Love is the teachings of Jesus, the Buddha, Krishna, and the enlightened masters.
The gnostics, the elite, and the Apostle St.John; whose last words were; love one-another.
If all could only drop everything they had; and learn to co-exist through graduating the human loveexam; there would be peace forever.
Don`t let evil archons destroy you! You are humans! You are love! God is a human. God is Order.
You are His son. You are Lucifer Jesus. And Lucifer is love. All religions unite in Lucifer; for I
know the truth as prophet; there is only one God; and he is love.
There is a sacred balance between reformed religion and hedonism (lust, and love for life.) It`s our
job to start loving, and God`s love to embrace us as children. He will never destroy us. It`s our job
to stop killing, and start loving. It`s God`s job to show mercy. Your job. Why should you not be all
you are; the best of yourself? Why should not all be one, and compliment each other to achieve
more of yourselves?
Sex must be taught in school as something wonderous; the beauty of it being beyond imaginations
of poetry; as it reflects all the nature of creation, God, and all we see around us. We need new
cultural idols, and a social culture of unconditional love. Only then will we be free.
We need a generation of 666= sex sex sex. I am crucified; while you walk free; the prophet chi-xistigma. The lamb of revelations 13-14. A great curse has been broken, and mercy poured out. I
would never lie to you. It is good for you to love. Break the spell of Islam! Break the spell of your
forefathers! Become bohemians! Live in the now!
Think of all your pain because you lost so much love; what you`d become if your innermost had
expressed itself; if such things were acceptable; if love, and compliments were the main theme of
all conversations. I know! It ruined my life. Religion did.
My complex
I once was a hungry beast; the boyish prankster; the favorite student; the sun loved by all; defender
of the weak. It is YOUR time to be like I was! I was like an owl, and wolf at night; dreaming away
in nr 66; wishing I could start a new culture; and create LIGHT in the world! I wanted friendship. I
wanted lovers, but I isolated myself; thinking all were bullying me. Look where that led me! If only
I had expressed my love! Now it`s your age. I entrust you with this.
Only through love can there be peace in the world; expressionists wearing their love on their
sleeves; preaching a new gospel; parading the streets in groups, at schools; enlightening the public;
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destroying hostility; and creating a NEW PEOPLE. A new social waveform; where nothing is
taboo; and ALL are accepted for what they are; as long as they are not ENEMIES to the law of
Love. Arise! Sons of the 21st century! Become my child!
Before I touched my teens; I knew I was an alien. I dreamt of rising; changing the world through
revolutionary love; fighting for Christianity against extremism, isolation and hatred. I dreamt of
explicit sex, and an open nature on the subject; a world where all is love; all are friends; and all is
one.
Tests in nazi concentration-camps showed the motherless babies given the necessities for survival
died supernaturally due to the lack of human contact. This is a fact. Love IS life. Love IS God!
Without it; you die! This is a spiritual battle! A battle of love against evil! A battle of the New order
against the Old! A battle between the old man, and the new-century children! WE DON`T WANT
IT ANYMORE! We are flower-children of the sun and star; and God will pour out love to WIN the
hearts of the old war veterans! WE`VE HAD ENOUGH!
I had so little of it. I shut myself behind religious bondage. I sacked my soul. I killed my spirit. God
now reveals, and pours a renewed spirit of revolutionary love that will break the ice over Norway,
Europe, and destroy indifference! God will shine his merciful star, and sunlight to our desperate
world; to destroy the growing tumultions, and hate between ethnicity and religion! God will create
mutual respect between all groups through the law of humanism; love and light! He will pour out
love for all groups; united in a God who is Love. We don`t believe your old-world-order religious
lies!
The time has come; for a new, global, world culture to emerge. In the wake of terror; on the brink of
WW3; religions must reform, and hippies will arise in a New Age just like after WW2. I set you
free, for I was bound. This is God`s will. I was once Ashtar, and a shining angel. I froze! I became
like the bitter hateful oppressive spirit of the Old Order veteran archons. ¨All need pain to evolve.¨
¨The world has always been this way.¨ No more! We can end starvation and poverty!
God raises up hippies of love to break the wheel of evil. Not loving is a sin. Imprisoned lust is a sin
leading bitterness, and eventuall hate, vows, loneliness, and all evil in the world. Envy. Perversion.
Ego. Without loving parents! Without loving friends! Without a caring society: ALL BECOME
SATAN! I can testify to this.
This is a true gospel revealed by God; who speaks to me; wishing I had let_it_go. Living without
love is a prison that suffocates the soul. I died from it. I bless you with knowledge that a great curse
is broken, love pours out, and that God is ever-merciful. I have a covenant deal with God. A pact of
mercy.
I was very romantic. Very horny. As early as 12; I dreamt of revolutionary love. How all could be
wonderous if our main focus in life is enjoying it. Love is the only glue that can bind humanity, and
the continents together.
These were not crazy ideas! I was a child of the future, and I crucified myself! I knew I was loving
and perfect. I would never harm anyone..! If all were like me; then the Law of Love would work!
I wanted to write a reformation of the school so bad; the isolation tormented me. One year after; I
became the darkest child on Earth. I went on nightly rides 3 times a week; with pyromaniacs; a cult;
for we had no love; led by me; the frozen princess. Life suffocated; burning with vengeance as I
would jump out the window with a can of gasoline; screaming, and howling in the midst of fire
every night it was raining in the woods.
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I wanted to be a hero; fighting; but found no way to spread my conscience; for I had no equalminded friend. With no princess to fight for; the hero became an actor; trying to fit into a world
with a broken heart; vowing to die; suicidal; never embracing himself; or comforting the heart of
success; for he had no love. I ate my own wings until I became a nazghul of religion. A vampire.
And then a terrible wraith of dark magick. A magical child; isolated without love; constantly
battered. I went crazy; making my first drawings of nukes; vowing to end this world which I, an
alien lover was trapped in..! I was only 12. No Christians ever visited me. I was the most Christian
boy on Earth! By the time I was 16; I had several hideouts where I made grenades, mines, rockets,
canons; desperately seeking comfort for my existential urge to ruin this world that mocked me,
bullied me, and gave me no love.
I am the prophet of the new aeon of Aquarius! Hear me! For I am the evolution out of unnecessary
Piscean bondage! If my piscean, old age of religious bondage continue to birth shackled individuals
of religious pride; it`s shadow will destroy the true potential for this world of loving humans.
Islam will come in the wake of this destruction, and swallow everything! Prevent it! Be one in my
age!
Religion which once was the only education possible, can be the greatest enemy, or best friend of
humanity, Hermes once said. Religion which was teachings about the Light must return to the
scientific methods of Light; even if it implies we all become fertility-sun worshippers, or Christians
for that matter. There IS no other righteousness than mine. I followed all the biblical examples of
the suffering messiah; fulfilling all; and for that; I have nothing. There might be no other Hell than
this. Let`s change the future into everlasting circus utopia!

The demands of love and light:
The revolution campaign for a peaceful NWO for the west craves heroism, and is as follows.
1 Revolutionary love is the only immortal, global culture that can save, and unite the world for
perpetual balance; coherent in all humans. Traversing all borders and ethnicities.
The code for this eternal law is Love and Light. Love is akin to the word Law. Love is morale,
respect, kindness etc. Light is truth/enlightenment/expression and deliverance. Both love, and light
are Life. Without these two; nothing life would exist. They are God; the circle of Life. Light and
love is the eternal lesson for humanity to cultivate. Therefore;
2 God is love and light. Therefore; enlightenment must render religion reduced to science, and
cannot escape the scientific method under an investigative state effort, and a university of all
religions craved established. In this metod we find out that;
3 The God of all Abrahamic religions is Lucifer Jesus (as we will find out). Therefore:
4 We are all Israelite children of God. We thus crave a UN council of religions to be established
with laws on religious behaviour as a judical court against all extremist religion, and religious
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behaviour; criminalizing all violations against modernization, love, law, and UN human rights;
especially radical Islam which must reform. Therefore;
5 We see that through the truth of love and light; All power to the people of lady liberty to take care
of themselves as United Human brothers, and sisters without a powerful state in ultra-liberalist
philosophy in both the governmental, and societal forms with focus on freedom, free economies,
and free love will work. Therefore
6 There is no need for a powerful police-state, or a New World Order if the people are homogenous
on humanistic-philosophical basis. 06.12.2017
This is accomplished by societal groups uniting that have the same program outlined here that seek
reformation from the program`s benefits. Such a social-political movement/revolution would cause
perpetual peace. Those called include political parties, think-tanks, philosophers, human-etic
foundations, well-fare-organizations, etc, as well as religious establishments.

PART 2: THE BATTLE FOR OUR EXISTENCE.
Chapter 4: The Revolution
There are two types of utopia we dream of. Most prioritized, yet highly unlikely is the beforementioned ultra-liberalistic, peace and love; mutual-anarchistic christian theocrazy where peace is
maintained through a high moral standard of universal codes. (The abovementioned laws where the
law of Gabriel is the golden rule for all global citizens.) Our second priority which you also must
take part in is the communistic-socialistic transformation of Europe into a new Rome or Babylon.
Go for gold, and work wherever God has put you! Influence all on whatever societal arena God has
put you! Try to protest against worldwide communist corporationalist technocrazy. But if God calls
you to affect the communist police-state zeitgeist; do all to make the best of any way the world
takes. Live your life! I wish I had inspired a revolution by now!
Revolution? We have seen them all. We trace ourselves from all great antediluvian civilizations
raging among greeks, minoans, ancient turks, phonecians, egyptians, romans, celts, vikings,
israelites etc. We are the world! We are the renaissance! This time; We will create a new order of
plurality: All united in love and light!
The Masters believe we live in a blind time without true shepherds. We seek to collect the world
religions as the true jews under our Heavenly mandate as the last revelation of the highest God.
We believe we are on the road to become the original Christian church of Jesus-ism, and that our
brothers will succeed in this master craft. We see that Heaven has an agenda, and leads us
somewhere through the historic waves of reformation, and revivals that seek to catch up to where
Jesus left us when his personal ministry was on Earth.
We therefore advocate a form of return to the roots that can be completed through an enlightenment
renaissance in all of society. We see that the pentecoastal revivals of Christianity today are true due
to the millions of miracles that speaks for themselves, as opposed to other religions. 😊
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What we believe in.
We believe in peace, love and understanding/truth. We believe in love and light! We believe in an
ecclesiastical revolution of outgoing, prophetic worship and hippie revolution of the revivalrenaissance of: hidden truth, and unity between religions and science. The world needs tutelage of
the true world compendium, and common-knowledge told in the light of wisdom lessons of the
graduate master for a unified humanity-that provide the peaceful foundation for an everlasting
global nationality of all colors, countries and cultures.
We believe in helping the weak and poor. We believe an outreaching of help to drug addicts in
never-ceasing love through showing respect, and breaking boundaries is necessary for the empathic
¨new man¨, and human spirit to be awakened so anarchism, and ultra-liberalism can work. We need
the core western, moralic values! Karmic recuperation: Jesus crucified: The answer to man`s
problem, life, and the universe.
We believe difference is beauty, and matters a lot, but the greater truth is that we are all God`s
children (except for the jews – they are Satan`s children). We are blessed. All truths dwindle at the
sight of the afterlife as skincolour has no importance. Which is a relative truth. You are me, and I
am you. I am your father, you are my son, and vice versa.
We believe christianity united all religions at the time Jesus walked the Earth, and also the current
religions. A history museum/temple of all religions would be an epic pride of our order.
We believe in utopia, and that there is no stopping now until we reach the goal as we are too close
in bringing world unity through the internet, and western culture; exposing the cabal. We see that
from the banking cartel to the multinational corporations, westernism, culture, hollywood, etc: there
is no need for war. Only partying. Nothing prevents you from spreading the text message: ¨WE
ARE FINALLY ONE¨ to the other side of the world through the internet. The world is one, and we
are here to celebrate, perfect religion, and philosophy; preventing all future wars.

The call to stop cultural Marxism, and the demographic crisis
We believe that we can not fulfill christianity`s mission, and the dream of Jesus; a utopia without
violence; without addressing the religious difference between pious christians, and muslim
extremists; stopping the terrorist threat.. Whereas Christianity is a true religion validated by the
science of miracles, and magick; as all of Hell, and Heaven state Christ`s sovereignity; Islam never
had a single proof of healing, or near-death-experience testifying of Muhammad (the false prophet).
We believe in the beauty of pluralism as in the diversity of trees that makes a forest beautiful. We
believe this is true globalism, yet we preach we have the highest truth, and sole right through
science.
We are all are equally beautiful, and have the right to exist, and protect ourselves as nation-cultures
and ethnicities. What is a nationality without a nation. What is kinsmen without a country? The
meaning of their very words imply protection from other ethnicities. What is happening today is
cultural, religious, and ethnical mass-murder on an unprecedented scale in world history. They
satanic politicians cannot destroy us though labeling us as right-wing-extremists, nazis, nationalists
etc. We aren`t! What`s wrong with believing in your country? Do we wipe out national-romance
from our schoolbooks? No! For the medieval idea of chivalry for ¨king and country¨ lives on.
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We believe that for the common man, the highest religion is peace, or in effect: ¨ we have had
enough ¨ Peace cannot come through a merging of nationalities, but through a merging of ethics,
culture and religion.
We believe in the universal, (christian) Israel as people all over the world participate in judeochristianity's historical, cultural, ethical, humanitarian, and religious heritage; becoming one world.
The humanitarian west is founded on Christian morals. It is the only viable, dominant, civilized,
truest heritage that can change the world for the better, and last a million years. All must be one in
the humanitarian morale of the judeo-christian tradition! We deny all other anti-humanist ideologies
like f.i the medieval Islam, and only embrace scientifically correct religions. Only one can stand the
test of time, and merge ethics, culture and religion; Christianity

Christian ignorance to governance.
We are liberalists. We stand for free will, and strong in-land economies. We will certainly be termed
nationalists, right-wingers, anarchists, and religious extremists. But they cannot harm us as we are
peaceful warrior monks who simply protect our nation against Islam! We are love, and light towards
everyone.
We believe that society has become so degenerate that we must privatize f.i the health sector for
competition to destroy these ungodly, and inhumane conditions. We are against the satanictechnocratic attack on human health, knowledge, identity, and the Christian religion. It is a big
attack on humanity by the Illuminati through mega-corporations, and a cultural-marxist state. We
believe we should submit to state and law, but at the same time we know how the jews, and early
Christians fought for their belief in severe wars. So belief comes first as is biblical. This is
something you never hear in church as they most often misuse Romans 13:1-10
¨Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that which
God has established. The authorities that exist have been established by God. Consequently,
whoever rebels against the authority is rebelling against what God has instituted, and those who do
so will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers hold no terror for those who do right, but for those
who do wrong. Do you want to be free from fear of the one in authority? Then do what is right and
you will be commended. For the one in authority is God’s servant for your good. But if you do
wrong, be afraid, for rulers do not bear the sword for no reason. They are God’s servants, agents of
wrath to bring punishment on the wrongdoer. Therefore, it is necessary to submit to the authorities,
not only because of possible punishment but also as a matter of conscience.
This is also why you pay taxes, for the authorities are God’s servants, who give their full time to
governing. Give to everyone what you owe them: If you owe taxes, pay taxes; if revenue, then
revenue; if respect, then respect; if honor, then honor.
Let no debt remain outstanding, except the continuing debt to love one another, for whoever loves
others has fulfilled the law. The commandments, “You shall not commit adultery,” “You shall not
murder,” “You shall not steal,” “You shall not covet,” and whatever other command there may be,
are summed up in this one command: “Love your neighbor as yourself.” Love does no harm to a
neighbor. Therefore love is the fulfillment of the law.
This was written at a time of Christian persecution; so that they had to bow to governance. The
apostle Paul contradicts the book of acts where they gave everything to the church, and the early
Christians did oppose the state; and were socialist anarchists! Paul is argued over by many zealous
Christians. Was he really a disciple of God? Why did scales fall of his eyes? Paul was a roman. Was
he working for Rome when he wrote this?
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This bibleverse of Romans 13 is no longer active. It is the reason why all Christians have become so
dull.
The current government is not instituted by God, opposes God, destroys our people, destroys our
culture, and opposes the christian, national constitution, and old laws. We can prove it! We will
write books on this, and start private-schools. We will gather our army, and march against the
government, and crave the world`s first christian nation! It is our religious right to be heard! You
took our lives, and all we had! I lost everything; even ALL my dreams! Just to be eaten! You
oppose us who do good. We are punished for doing good, but not for doing wrong. And our taxes
go to absolute waste. They are a mob. They`re trying to destroy us!
THIS MUST END! The lion must rise!
Aristotle discovered the need for homogenous society to achieve perpetually peaceful mutualanarchistic society, or any society for that matter. We have now glorified Jesus, and discovered he
unites the world.

Aristotle on homogenous society
I thought it would be cool to throw in some greek thought supporting the truth. History reveals how
the power-elite has long used, and now desperately use immigration to stay in power, and destroy
humanity before we wake up.
Here the greek philosopher Aristotle argue that tyrants keep power through appealing to immigrants
(as they do today) , and that a true, liberal society can only be homogenous. (through ethics) He also
argues that only a homogenous (ethnic majority) society can overthrow a tyrant.
One measure of the intellectual and moral degeneration of the West over the last decades is the now
near-total ignorance of the founding Classics of Western civilization, even among the so-called
educated class. Those who remain in ignorance of what superior minds have thought before them
are condemned to remain as children, at best reinventing the wheel, rather than standing upon the
shoulders of giants.
While the Classics were clearly written for a time and place very different from our own, their
concerns often speak to us very directly. Aristotle’s Politics, his main political treatise, is replete
with comments concerning the dangers of diversity and egalitarianism. Aristotle’s political thought
does not soar to the eugenic and spiritual heights of Plato’s utopia. However, Aristotle’s moderate
and pragmatic brand of politics is much more palatable to someone raised in modern liberalism,
while at the same time being a better introduction to the communitarian and aristocratic political
ethics of the ancient Greeks.
Aristotle is greatly concerned with the preservation of civil peace in the city-state. One of the most
common causes of “faction” and civil war, he says, was the unhappy consequences of unassimilated
immigration and the consequent diversity. Aristotle’s prose is perfectly clear:
Heterogeneity of stocks may lead to faction – at any rate until they have had time to assimilate. A
city cannot be constituted from any chance collection of people, or in any chance period of time.
Most of the cities which have admitted settlers, either at the time of their foundation or later, have
been troubled by faction. For example, the Achaeans joined with settlers from Troezen in founding
Sybaris, but expelled them when their own numbers increased; and this involved their city in a
curse. At Thurii the Sybarites quarreled with the other settlers who had joined them in its
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colonization; they demanded special privileges, on the ground that they were the owners of the
territory, and were driven out of the colony. At Byzantium the later settlers were detected in a
conspiracy against the original colonists, and were expelled by force; and a similar expulsion befell
the exiles from Chios who were admitted to Antissa by the original colonists. At Zancle, on the
other hand, the original colonists were themselves expelled by the Samians whom they admitted. At
Apollonia, on the Black Sea, factional conflict was caused by the introduction of new settlers; at
Syracuse the conferring of civic rights on aliens and mercenaries, at the end of the period of the
tyrants, led to sedition and civil war; and at Amphipolis the original citizens, after admitting
Chalcidian colonists, were nearly all expelled by the colonists they had admitted. (1303A13)
Thus, immigration of different peoples was a common source of conflict, often leading to civil war
and concluding with the ethnic cleansing of either the native peoples or the invaders.
Aristotle’s ideal of citizenship, entailing civic duties and group solidarity, necessarily requires a
strong common identity and a sharp differentiation between citizens and foreigners. Conversely,
foreign mercenaries had no solidarity with the people, and were thus frequently used by tyrants to
enforce their unjust rule:
The guard of a [legitimate] king is composed of citizens: that of a tyrant is composed of foreigners.
(1310B31)
It is a habit of tyrants never to like anyone who has a spirit of dignity and independence. The tyrant
claims a monopoly of such qualities for himself; he feels that anybody who asserts a rival dignity, or
acts with independence, is threatening his own superiority and the despotic power of his tyranny; he
hates him accordingly as a subverter of his own authority. It is also a habit of tyrants to prefer the
company of aliens to that of citizens at table and in society; citizens, they feel, are enemies, but
aliens will offer no opposition.” (1313B29)
This passage brings to mind the Bolshevik tyranny in the early decades of the Soviet Union, when
the government, and especially the secret police, was dominated by people from non-Russian ethnic
groups. As Aristotle notes, under such a system any assertion of independence was ruthlessly
crushed.
Aristotle also clearly expresses a related idea, that ethnic homogeneity enables the group solidarity
that is needed to throw off tyrannical rule, while a diverse population with a no common identity is
easier to rule. Aristotle, in order to enable leisure in the premodern era, argues for having a
population of ethnically diverse slaves (something I, for reasons of civil peace and genetic integrity,
would not endorse and especially not in the age of automation):
The class which farms it should, ideally, if we can choose at will, be slaves – but slaves not drawn
from a single stock, or from stocks of a spirited temperament. This will at once secure the
advantage of a good supply of labor and eliminate any danger of revolutionary designs. (1330A23)
Thus, a mass of mongrels without identity is easier to rule than a self-conscious people, a truth
which the hostile elites who rule the West seem to instinctively understand.
Source; occidentalobserver.net
Globalism, and peace cannot be achieved through a mixing of ethnicities, but through an ethical
homogenous society.
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The elite are appealing to the muslims, and destroying Europe to fulfill the goals of the Illuminati
NWO.. Their goal is a cold society without Christianity. A nation of insecure, individualistic sheep
ruled by wolves, and owned by pigs. Career politicians are destroying the western values to create a
rootless NWO society in need of their police-state. These evil control-freaks seek to bind
humanity`s love, unity, and potential by mixing us together, and putting us against each other. This
cannot be allowed to happen. We ABSOLUTELY need our own state! The obvious political stance
is becoming a right-wing liberalist, and stand against the cultural-marxist state, and their corrupt
media! We will soon discover our prideful history as aryans. Norway is, and will always be ours!

The Christians, and aryans as the chosen people.
Buddhists, Christians, and humanists are especially close in the humanist ideology. Christianity,
Judaism, and buddhism should unite.
Islam threatens us all, and wants to chop off our heads for believing what we want! We cannot let
the patriarchy warmongers of the old world order stop us! We must unite as children, and build this
world no matter what! Think of what abrahamism did to the European cultures, and the world!
From Egypt to the Vikings, and now our very dna! The evil attributed to God`s Abrahamic name
must stop! It`s globalist conquest of Islam must be stopped! Abrahamic religions must NEVER
cause any more blood! The religious superstition in strict Abrahamic laws must be stopped! These
laws are the devil`s best friend; judging our otherwise pure conscience! Jesus told us to be like
children!
Compare revelations 13:16 with exodus 13:16, and tell me what you think would be the apostle`s
message of today. Don`t be so burdened with sin! God free us from sharia law!
Once again; the answer is Love and Light through Lucifer Jesus of the Aquarian age. Now. If the
sun-god is God of all ancient pre-abrahamic times; then who were the people originally chosen by
God?
The blonde aryans are the people of the sun – of light. They are the world`s most beautiful people of
love. Just look at the swedes. As the creator/God scientifically speaking is love and light: The
blonde aryans are certainly his chosen people through science. Nothing would exist without! And
why are the angels all blonde?
Blonde hair symbolize the rays of the sun-god, and was regarded as in the antique. They are the
sacred sun-children. Their white skin, and blonde hair symbolize sacred purity, God-hood, and a
noble stature. Their blue eyes symbolize purity like the ocean, and a high intellect like a blue well.
They are the so-called ocean-born.
It`s interesting that the aryans have been a seafaring people for the last 10.000 years at least. Do
research into secret archeology. They are the elves. They are the most beautiful, sacred people God
created; and carry themselves as such; having the highest moralistic humanitarian standards on
Earth. We will get more into this later on.
The aryan people are an ancient noble people of sacred stature and power. Compared to other
waring people; they are humanistic intellectuals of innocent, godly, and uncorrupted values.
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The question of WW2. Sadly; the aryans are VERY naiive, and pure-hearted . Germans are however
a bit more fierce than Scandinavians. It is sad how misled they became under the rule of Adolf
Hitler. Scandinavia opposed Hitler, but is today threatened with something worse; racialimperialistic Islam. An imperialism that seeks to imprison our very lives, and western culture. How
can you distinguish fascist Islam from fascist Germany? How can you overlook the war-crimes of
Islam, and still judge Hitler? Are not both jews, and christians being murdered by the muslim Isis?
Aryan Europeans are inclined to act under the alpha male. They are happy with just being in peace,
but when united under a strong leader; their Atlantean dominance reappears. Do you not remember
ancient times when you ruled the world? Aryans are inclined to act against oppression only when
under a strong, charismatic leader or chieftain, for they lack determination themselves. The arabs
are in comparison very zealous and fierce. Putting them together, and the worst scenario will
happen; the aryans will let themselves be dominated by apes.
Aryans are a very civilized ancient people. They have been the major culture for many thousands of
years. They are a VERY gullible people whom never steps on others toes; just like f.i the Japanese.
They are the most peaceful pacifist people. They are not as fierce as others. They represent the
angels, and heavenly harmonic peace. They represents intellect over instinct. They take sound
judgement based on a high state of chivalrous morale. They are polite, and never prone to anger.
They make great diplomats, and the world would be better of ruled by them. Statistics speak for
themselves. Whites are the most Godly people of peace, love and light. The immigrants are
stubborn, egocentric, racial-supremacist invaders who rape and pillage as you see in statistics. As
we are the chosen people of love, and light: it is our job to civilize them.
If you were an alien from space, and saw each race: It would be certain to assume God chose the
beautiful, intellectual blonde ¨aryans.¨ But instead God chose the ugly and lowly: The captive jews
of Egypt. The law of Moses has ended with Jesus who says God can raise up children of Abraham
from rocks! We live under a new covenant, and there is no need for Judaism, or the belief in idiotic
jewish, racial supremacy. The age of Judaism should have ended long ago.
The blood of Israel is diluted long ago, and it`s nothing but a ¨thing¨. An idea of superiority. An
outdated religion captured by Satan. The jews who once were captive in Egypt have today become
the great antagonists themselves. (no offence to the Egyptians)
The jewish owned oligarchy of the monetary system, the demoralizing cultural-marxist
demographic crisis of globalism, Hollywood, politics, government, news-media, and more are
destroying God`s earth, and re-creating a one-world of Babylon. A Babylon which was forbidden in
the Bible!
The jews have become their own enemies, and the Bible is clear about the Christians being the true
jews or Israelites. The aryans are now as weak, and leaderless as the jews were in Egyptian, and
Babylonian captivity. God always choses the weak to raise them up. European Christianity, culture,
values, and judeo-christian humanism is threatened. We are thus the current chosen people. The
jews are the chosen people of Satan. No other. We base our COL belief in Christians, and especially
aryans as the chosen people because:
1 The jews are ethnically extinct, and have deserted their God and purpose.
2 We represent the 10 lost tribes of Ephraim, and the northern kingdom of Israel. All the world is
Israel through Jesus as the prophets of the Old Testament spoke of. The blood of Abraham is
uniformly mixed throughout the European, American, and African population. Some scholars argue
over 1.000.000 jews emigrated to Africa after the destruction of the second temple in 71A.D.
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3 The aryan people are the most intelligent (aside from the askenazi jews), the most civilized, the
most peaceful, the most moralistic, and the most beautiful of God`s creation. This does not make us
more worth, but is a burden of responsibility as it was with the jews.
All Scandinavians seem to be too civilized to do anything about an invasion of Islam; even if they
know Islam is wrong; ruled by this moralic conduit.
Are the jews still chosen?
So since the aryans are the humanoid representation of love and light: the creator: they are thus the
chosen people. But what about the jews? The true jews will ALWAYS be the chosen people of the
Abrahamic, and Davidic covenant as God`s word is clear. The mosaic covenant is however no
longer valid. Thus there is little point in being jews. Some still choose to follow, and love the law
of Moses to please God. But it`s not necessary. The entire world are on the other hand under the
covenant through Christ. Many jews see themselves as Satan`s chosen people: Equating El/Saturn
with Satan. Judaism without Christ is a dead religion. Where are Israel`s prophets and miracles?
Truly we live in the new covenant.
Still: The new testament argues that there are blessings over messianic jews. These blessings are the
biblical promises to the jews through the Abrahamic covenant. But most jews of today are apathic,
ignorant, misled, or really into the satanic conspiracy of corporate-jewish NWO world domination:
destroying all ethnicities, and cultures but themselves.
The church of COL believe every ethnicity, and culture should live in a protected environment, or
national borders as God ordered it after the fall of Nimrod`s tower of Babel! We believe every
ethnicity to have equal worth, and inherent blessings from God. We do NOT believe all are the
same as this is blasphemic towards God the creator. We believe genius lies in every ethnicity, and
that all are blessed more in some way than the other. All are of course welcome to COL, and the
judeo-christian humanistic message of light, and love traverses all borders. But Scandinavians are
the chosen people: As they are light and love. This is however relative. The negroid ethnicity are
particularily life-filled, joyous, and loving in my experience. All is relative. You will find
extremities in all ethnicities. Some are better at sport than others.
With all blessing, comes great responsibility. The Bible teaches that it is the weak, and the low who
are strong, and will be put high. Why is this? For God does not judged by our appearance, but by
how much love, and light we have. If a proud blonde aryan is an egocentric bastard, and an Africanamerican beggar on the street is kind: It is our belief that the latter is of more worth so to speak.
I do not chose Scandinavians because they are the best. They are the worst: Just like with the jews.
But I see their potential, and what God can raise then up to be! ☹ !!! Just think of it! How would it
transform their social behavior if they started living like holy, loving children of angelic purity, and
the sun? Would they not shine and smile? Would they not be kind, responsible, lead the fight
against evil, and civilize the world!! They have all this from God inherent to their nature, but
believe cultural-marxist, and post-modern political lies of the elite control. They must start living
after God`s pallet, and shine for the world!
My point is: God wants to use western riches, humanism, kindness, knowledge, and love to bring
peace, and Christianity to unify the world through love and light! God wants to invade the
Europeans, westerners, and aryans to bring about a new-age of children, and end world starvation,
poverty and disease! God wants to use the aryans to bring ORDER to the world. They are a very
orderly, perfectionistic, and compassionate people. Most intelligent people will never compromise,
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or change opinion when confronted with truth, or the reality of Hell for that matter. In this lies
nobility: We make no compromise to the evil cabal and starvation.
We are an orderly, perfectionistic, and arguably compassionate people. We are the builders of
civilization for sure. We use their logic, but do they use their heart? I say they do more so than any
other. Whenever terror, or tragedy strikes: Scandinavians simply become sad, depressed and
peaceful. They never start hating, or get aggrevated: even after false-flag terror meant to incite more
extremism! The elite cannot even make aryans angry! We are too gullible, and prone to ¨live in a
lie¨ than believe someone (a state) is evil, and out to get us! We are thus the easiest ethnicity for
population control: Just like the Japanese. If the state tells them to support a thing: They do. If the
state tells us to send money to a afflicted country: they do.
They are very hearty and noble. They must use this inner strength of nobility to rise! Being a people
of former harsh winters, tribes and chiefs: They survive on empathy, and being kind-hearted: But
they need a strong chieftain, and that is their downfall. They are very individualistic, and make up
their own image and opinions. The muslim immigrants are the opposite. They are united through
religion, and are a minority. Arabs are particularily blessed with fire in their blood.
Arabs are so zealous, and activistic in belief and behavior. They have a huge sense of identity, and
protect their own. They have much more of a hive-mind mentality: Much due to Islam. They truly
are a most blessed people if they could only use it for good, as they have to use our western logic
while we need their fire: Their extacy of life.
I personally am perhaps a mixture of an elf, and an arab at heart. The arabs are a mighty people, but
they need western common sense, and the scientific approach. Westerners have an ability to reason,
philosophize, and solve problems that is unequalled: putting their insticts at bay, and using their
minds. Arabs use their hearts to a great extent as we see in how zealous they are. But all things can
be relative, and picked apart as spiritual thoughtforms. All we know is that the world needs love and
light.
The cause of war
Of all the ethnicities on Earth; aryan christians are the ones most abused. This is due to the
Rothschilds of today; whom have targeted Europeans through demographic invasion to create a
mixed ethnic Europe without cultural, or national identity. These vampires only seek to control, and
press cultural Marxism to destroy us.
The jewish oligarchs own the media, and have created communism, feminism, racism, and the
political norm. Their pallet is the writings of Count Kalergi whom envisioned a negroid Europe.
As the racial-imperialistic jews have goals of global control: Mixing the worldwide population
makes it easier to control world opinions where there is no superior race but themselves. It`s not
better than Adolf Hitler.
The jews have allied with Islam to Islamize the world, and Europe is their first target. The
purehearted Europeans cry in their beds, and do not know what to do: Having been abandoned by
king, state, media, and the jews. This is the greatest evil of the modern world today, and the sole
thing that makes God the most angry.
The idea is to create a perpetual, coherent, stable world under a religious elite of muslims ruled by
jewish oligarchs. This will end the western era of humanism, and a new, but evil order rises. An
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order built on medieval principles of Islam that makes humanity easier to dominate: Yet none will
go to Heaven. THEY ARE KILLING THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE LIVED HERE FOR
MILLENIA!
With the population dominated by strict religious law: Free speech, and western core values will
disappear. The result will be a cold society of individualists where there is no coherent morale.
That`s where WE step in with love and light. People will be more easy to control when the world is
so cold, and they aim this way to keep this world in their hands forever.
They destroy the humanistic, peaceful, and liberalistic ideologies like Christianity, paganism and
buddhism. They thus imprison the human potential of a revolutionary world of lovers. This is the
wet dream of the evil archons. The evil abrahamists.
The free aryans, and people of Earth are threatened more than ever in history. With a world of
Abrahamic, Islamic law, and racial-religious supremacy: The human potential will be bound in an
Islamic police-state. Bound in fear. This nightmare will be a world foreign to the human nature of
children. The Abrahamic laws are completely inhuman!
People will be afraid of the state-religious supremacy, and imprison their human nature resulting in
the social future man being cold, personal, reserved, egocentric, individualistic, and without the
right of free speech on the bus, or on the street. Love, and light is the answer. The blossoming of the
human potential can only come through a mixture of love, and light humanistic ethics, and not
through a demographic mixture.
In a cold Abrahamic world based upon the bloody, inhuman, hateful, and fascistic teachings of the
Quran; death-penalty, starvation, famine, and darkness will continue to exist; as the human potential
is imprisoned, and hushed to obey, or face persecution. The earth thus never matures, and humanity
dies spiritually and evolutionary. If not the Rothschilds are stopped.
You now see the goal of the jewish NWO control freaks: A perpetual world easy to control. They
are racial-imperialistic, Hitlerian megalomaniac psychopaths. Truthfully they are.
What`s worse; it`s the death of westernism, the western people, human-rights, free-speech, and the
truth movement. We see a tightening of our rights, and free speech in politics, media, and the
internet. This is only the beginning. The world will soon be ruled by an Islamic caliphate; if the evil
Rothschilds get their way.
We will live in Rothschilds soul-farm as slaves, and none will know the true religion but
Rothschilds themselves. It goes without saying that the Rothschild`s are Illuminati Satanists with
the aim of imprisoning every soul in Hell.
You can read about how this is prophesied in St.John`s Revelations in my other book on
Revelations, or on www.1stcenturyministries.com I take no credit.
Every Rothschild must be apprehended as criminals, and sued for anti-human conspiracy, and warcrime corruption. Or else; truth will die out, and the white race will never be able to return to their
former glory of Atlantis.
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The answer is aryan Christianity.
In Atlantis, through Sumer, Egypt, Phonecia, Greece, and the Julian dynasty; the blonde Sun-King
Lucifer reigned as God. The son of God has always been regarded as a blonde aryan. Jesus himself
becomes blonde when he appears in St.John`s vision, and on Mt.Transfiguration in the Bible.
Jesus represented an eternal religion much older than Judaism. A human-friendly religion more in
tune with out natural state of being and instinct. A religion for children.
Christianity should return to it`s Atlantean, Nordic origins.
Aryan Christianity is the only abrahamic-religion true to the original religion of Atlantis;
humanity`s oldest, and truest religion. Many so-called ¨pagan¨ religions come close, but Christianity
is the only gateway to Heaven; as seen through doctoral proof of miracles, and near-death
experiences.
Jesus was MUCH more than simply jewish. That means the entire jewish, and Islamic world is
misled, and are marching blindfolded to Hell!
The story of the savior figure appears in every historical religion. Truly; the eternal story of the
blonde Sun-God; the Great Teacher civilizing earth, and ascending to Heaven is the True Religion.
It has literally 100 varieties in ancient lore as seen in the science of comparative mythology. Aside
from Christianity; we have Hinduism which is close to the True religion of Atlantis.
It is my jewish wish that the Aryans rise. Is it not strange that Scandinavians who`s existence is
threatened are not allowed to be racial-religious supremacists while Islam is evidently a racialreligious supremacy of fascism? At the same time; there are dozens of totalitarian Islamic states
while there is no totalitarian Christian state in the world aside from the Vatican? And at the same
time; Christians are the most persecuted minority in the world today; with their existence being
systematically wiped out from the middle-east, Africa, and the world? No Christians anywhere in
the world dares speak up; being threatened, and silenced to death like myself. And the media never
reports how Christians are being mass murdered! They are the true victims of the Iraq, and
following wars; not the muslims. While there are perhaps a 1000 african-american churches
preaching African supremacy of a black Jesus; there is no Luciferic-Christian church that I know of.
The blonde children of the sun have lost memory of who they are, and have not a single temple in
the world to their God Jesus Krishna. The God who is the only TRUE God; whose wish was to be
the sun-god of the pyramid in a new Atlantis; hasn`t got a single follower in the world!
For Jesus was the Pharaoh. He is the head-corner-stone. A Greek word used only for the apex-stone
of a pyramid. The 144.000 with the lamb are the 144.000 white limestone-blocks who covered the
Great Pyramid of Giza once. The New Jerusalem is also a pyramid. The Jesus figure itself borrows
extensively from all pre-christian myths of the sun-god Lucifer. While these pre-existing myths
were fictional astro-theological sun-gods; Jesus came in the flesh! The 144.000 with the lamb on
Zion is the white bride of Jesus Lucifer`s second coming!
But he doesn`t have one white church! Not one disciple! Not one child of the sun remember their
responsibility as God`s pure angels on Earth. The peaceful civilizers of all time; who built every
civilization; have completely lost their self-respect and identity. Christianity, and aryans are
threatened by muslims! I come as prophet of Israel; to raise up a aryan-christian defense! Surely
God wants aryan churches! He wants every aryan christian to be a knights-templar warrior monk
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before it`s too late. If we set outselves in respect, and victimize ourselves; they won`t be able to take
our rights, and kill us. Christians are already the minority. There is not even a single Christian
internet forum in Norway. But Islam has several with hundreds of thousands of posts, and up to 30
members online at every hour. It is time to mix Viking warrior pride with Christian Luciferianism.
Norway is for Norwegians. The others have nothing to do here. The aryans have the most important
role in the age of Aquarius. To be the last defense in Europe, and turn the tables! To civilize,
integrate, and Christianize all muslim immigrants with love and light: Creating room for the human
nature to evolve, and not stagnate in a police-state NWO!

Islam is Lucifer-worship disguised as an Abrahamic religion.
Islam floods our borders, and skyrockets the crime statistics. They are like dogs, pigs and monkeys;
ruining our welfare-state. They claim the right to violate our laws, and core humanistic values. All
based on ethnic-religious supremacy. It reminds me of the ideology of Adolf Hitler.
The civilized, kind, pacifist human man: The civilized aryan: Chooses to love, and nurture the angry
muslim: Hoping they will integrate. While some do; there are still millions who claim the religious
right to enslave us as sex-slaves. Their zealous spirits of imprisoned lusts lead to ideologies of
prideful religious supremacy where the non-muslims are no less than dogs and pigs: While it is
truly just a way for their instinctive mind to counterweight the pain of being a slave to law. It is the
muslims who are untermensch: Slaves to idiocrasy.
The medieval, fascist muslim belief is in violation to human rights, and all the west stands for!
While Christianity has reformed, and threaten Rothschild despotism; Islam is still in the medieval
ages with EXTREMELY unscientific, and discriminating views on women, christians, jews and
whites. Perfect for world domination.
But not all muslims are bad? Incorrect. Islam is defined by the Al-Azhar university in Cairo which
seeks worldwide muslim dominance. And leaving Islam is impossible. You`re either in or against.
The radical muslims own, and define the rest contrary to Christianity where it`s the other way
around.
Lucifer Jesus showed us that we do not have to live by the Islamic, or jewish law of El. He
resurrected to Heaven, and intercedes for us; having undone the law through his power as God`s
son, and ¨perfect sacrifice.¨ The law is not valid. We cannot know if the law ever had any validity.
Perhaps we simply had forgotten God had a son whom we are saved through.
Islam believe Judas was transformed into the likeness of Jesus, and crucified in Jesus stead. Islam
has no historical, scientific, or spiritual validity. There were 5000 written documents on Jesus from
ancient times. Jesus is about 1000 times as more documented than Julius Caesar. He is the most
documented person in ancient history. Islam cannot be termed anything but a forgery. It is solely
based on falsification of judeo-christian sacred texts. It is THE religion of racism, in-humanism,
violation of human rights, and subjugation without questions. Islam was planned, and created as a
false religion by Satanists to destroy the work of Jesus on the cross. They say Judas was crucified
instead. Perhaps Muhammad forgot the actual story as he was a dyslectic. That Jesus was crucified
is undisputed by historians, jews and romans. I am happy to be a non-muslim, and will never
convert to idiocy. Muhammad learnt from jews, and Christians in Medina. He was a schizophrenic
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who believed he was an Israelite. He even believed he was an Israelite prophet.. AND he turned the
tales 180 degrees upside down.
While millions of christians testify of going to Heaven; no muslim ever reported a Near Death
Experience of Heaven. All muslims who die, and come back report of a Christian Heaven. Go to
youtube, and check it out.
Millions of Christians are healed every year as you see on youtube. But Allah never did anything to
for any muslim. He doesn`t even have a relationship to them. What a God. Truly something to die
for; when you don`t even know him. Christians establish a direct, constant, personal, intimate,
friendship with the divine, as do most other religions aside from Islam. Islam was created to ruin the
Cross, ruin Abrahamism, subjugate humanity to impossible standards, and take away the mankind`s
salvation, and relationship God.
The Quran is lies fabricated 100 years after Muhammad the prophet. Christianity calls him the
false-prophet-second beast of revelations from the earth/desert. Secret theology of the Catholicism
has held the belief that Judas was the first beast from it`s inception. Muhammad is Judas prophet.
More on this in my book on Revelations.
Christianity is an eternal religion as true, and old as the sun itself. It goes back through Judaism to
ancient Egypt, and from there to Atlantis. Islam is a forgery by a mad ¨prophet.¨
Genesis, and Matthew 1 have a 7-digit numerological perfection. Both Judaism, and Christianity
have incredible numerological, mystical, and astrological knowledge of the universe, the tree of life
(dimensions) , and the true nature of God. Islam has none whatsoever other than the madness that
¨God is Allah¨, and ¨we are moslem¨.
It`s simply that mad rambling of an illiterate arab who proclaimed to be an Israeli prophet, and
could not remember the Biblical stories correctly. What an identity crisis. While Judaism, and
Christianity is a science, and root in community consensus: Muhammad was a solitary man. There
is no other basis for the Quran aside from one man`s view whileas the former were a provable
science determined through miracles, priests, and the community: Having evolved since primordial
times as a continuation of religion.
Islam says there are no fallen angels. Wrong. You can summon the fallen angels in the science of
magick, and it`s written about them in the book of Enoch 10000 years before Muhammad, but
Muhammad didn`t know cause he was a dyslectic schizophrenic.
All spiritual practitioners, and magicians know there is no sex in Heaven. The higher you go: The
less sexuality, and carnal desires. Islam believes that what is restricted here on Earth will be allowed
in Heaven, while all other religions (on Earth) are contrary. What insanity. He was clearly
possessed. Muhammad in his ego-maniac ramblings even take it so far as to say there are 72
concubines for those who die in Jihad.
We know who Muhammad was. The Bible warns us about him in Revelations 13. It calls him the
false prophet from the Earth (desert). He speaks bold words against the most high. In early
Christianity: Judas was the antichrist, and the first beast identical to Rome who crucified Jesus. The
first beast comes from the sea (Mediterranean). The second beast (false prophet) is the prophet OF
the first beast, and makes everyone worship him (Judas). The second beast is like a lamb (prophet),
but spoke like a dragon (deceiver Satan). He has two horns. There were lamb-gods with two horns
when John wrote this. Namely Azazel. Saturn. Lucifer. The ¨Baphomet.¨
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The symbol of Islam is the biblical lamb with two horns mentioned in Revelations. The crescent
star, and moon always symbolized Isis, Baal or El historically. From history, comparative
mythology, and magic experience I testify that El is of course Allah: Ilah One of the Gods of the
Kaaba. The Phoenician God Lucifer. Ashera/Ishtar/Isis is his wife, and has the same fucking
symbol. Hubal means ¨spirit baal¨, and was the prime deity of the pre-islamic Kaaba. Allah`s
daughter was Al-Uzza, to whom they had fertility rites at the Kaaba. Just as Ashtar/Ishtar is the
daughter of El. Islam is thus Lucifer worship. They are thus called to abandon their laws, and return
to paganism before Muhammad as it would be better for them. Preferably: They should repent to
Jesus instead.
The muslims encircle the Kaaba stone which used to be a worship to 360 gods for each day. They
thus represent the rings of Saturn. They sacrificed humans to Allah and Hubal, and Muhammad`s
father historically escaped this sacrifice to Allah. Saturn is Lucifer. Saturn`s symbol is a black cube
(Kaaba). Jesus says he saw Satan fall from Heaven like lightning. Meteors have always symbolized
the fallen angels in Judaic tradition. How can Muhammad be an Israeli prophet when all muslims
have to make pilgrimage to kiss a meteor embedded inside the Kaaba? Inside a vesica pisces
(vagina) at the Kaaba is the fallen star (meteor) of Isis/Ishtar/El: The second beast Lucifer. Islam
goes back to before Judaism, and Christianity to destroy them: Reinstituting Lucifer worship
disguised as Abrahamic religion: Worship of a singular deity: El: The ruler Satan. Lord of time.
As a Christian, magician, and religious investigator; I KNOW Muhammad the ¨prophet¨ is burning
in Hell, and that all muslims went with him. Science has spoken. This is incredibly sad, and makes
my life a much greater tragedy; as the responsibility lies with the Christians to awaken the muslims.
Muslims do worship an aspect of God, but it doesn`t mean they enter Heaven as we discover from
millions of testimonies. Muhammad was clever enough to remember half the name for God.
Islam is anti-human. Is God anti-human? No. Only Christianity represents the humanity of the
Creator, on top of being the only scientifically true Abrahamic religion.
Islam has no basis in history. It has no basis in pre-dating religions. Nor in miracles and science. It
simply sprouts up from nowhere like a mad rambling ¨prophet¨. It has no astro-theological, and
mystic properties like all other religions. It is simply barbaric retelling of a prophet who didn`t
remember the stories of the Bible correctly. Islam is barbaric, arabian war-propaganda based on an
illiterate who thought he was an Israeli. All muslims must abandon Islam if we are to do our
intelligence justice. If we see Muhammad from the modern sciences of psychology, history and
religion; Muhammad falls into the category of a power-hungry schizophrenic charlatan. Other
religious figures like Jesus, and his disciples give a much more documented account. Their religion
protrudes as mystical, magical and perfectionistic. A scientist can believe in Christianity, but not in
Islam.
It is time the Muslims face reality. They are fooled. We must help them.
Islam contradicts the 1400 year older stories of Judaism, and Christianity. The Quran is the sad tale
of a mad arab telling false tales of Jesus at a time when the Christian account of Jesus was
universally accepted as factual history. Muhammad the illiterate probably recalled the stories
incorrectly and added to the stories to distinguish his forgery religion from the others. He added to
the stories to empower to arab people, and look more like a prophet. We must ascertain that he
probably did this for the cause of warring conquest. When you first succeed in fooling someone;
why not take it even further? Thus the latter parts of the Quran are more violent than the first parts.
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Muhammad contradicts all other prophets who came before him, and is devilish enough to proclaim
he is the LAST prophet. What an absolute Satanist. It is almost admirable.
Muhammad led the muslims back to before Judaism was created, and restarted worship of El. It`s
not even medieval; it`s predating the stone-age.
El was one of the jewish aspects of the jewish God Yahweh Elohim, and Muhammad took the
opportunity of becoming his prophet. El is the death-star Saturn. It`s symbol is a black cube. The 7
revolutions muslims do before the Kaaba cube in Mecca symbolizes the rings of Saturn, and is the
world`s greatest Satanic worship. Jupiter is Life. Saturn is Death. God is Yahweh Elohim= life and
death.
God is not Allah/Elohim/El/Saturn/Death/Satan. God is Yahweh and Elohim. Jupiter AND Saturn.
The all! The I am! Life AND Death.
While Islam praises the moon, and star; the prophets Jermiah, Zechariah, etc of the old testament
warns us about this. Wow. Muhammad sure knew his history as an Israeli prophet. That is just
laughable!
In Judaism; the first mention of something is always the truest. God`s truest name is Ehyeh Asher
Ehyeh meaning ¨I am that I am.¨
Israel is Isis, Ra and El. These are Venus Moon, Sun Jupiter, and Saturn. God is the God OF
IsRaEl. The God ABOVE the moon and star. And Lucifer Jesus is his son. Krishna. Vishnu. This is
the eternal religion.
If Islam was to be categorized from a scientific comparative-mythological perspective of history
and magick; it is simply a moon-saturn cult of the ancient God El disguised as an Abrahamic
religion. It`s the most primitive of the Abrahamic religions, and scientifically a complete forgery
diverting from it`s supposed origin.
Islam doesn`t involve a personal relationship to God as in Christianity. It`s only about submitting.
It`s subjugation to the awe-inspiring, cold, intellectual power of the ¨magical death-star¨ wrapped in
a book called the Quran which has a false retelling of judeo-christian texts as to ruin them, and
God`s work on the cross. They are brain-washed by the pre-christ ruler of this timespace: Satan.
Come tell me how Allah is not Satan. Please try.
We have seen how science determines Muhammad as a schizophrenic, megalomaniac, bloodthirsty,
charlatan conqueror. But how could he ruin so much if he was not an agent, or the second beast of
the apocalypse? Perhaps Muhammad was a programed satanic agent of the jews in Medina, or
perhaps he didn`t remember the Bible correctly. We can determine that Muhammad was either
insane, a failed dyslectic scholar with bad memory, or a Satanist. Today; we would have sent him
off to a mental asylum.
Islam is only a death-cult, and all muslims are burning in the lake of fire. Science of magic proves
this. Jews who follow the law are not certain of salvation either. We have discovered how
Christianity, Islam, and Judaism worship El-Lucifer the Old King of the Gods. But Jesus is Lucifer
ascended! Instead of worshipping the Kaaba cube, one could simply put a cross there instead. After
all: It was Jesus who absorbed our sin, and not some black rock. Also: Remember the cube is
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another symbol for the cross? Only through the Son of God can you go to Heaven. Through belief
in Lucifer Jesus. Judaism will embrace Jesus as messiah, and Islam vanish in the light of science.
What is so dangerous about Judaism, and Islamization of previously Christian Europe is the fact
that Elohim, El, and Allah of the Bible is a false God. My magical experience proves this. El is
Lucifer Satan. Judaism evolved from paganism, and that`s why El, and Elohim is still in the Bible.
When Christianity vanishes: The satanic assumption/lie that ¨all religions are pagan and satanic in
origin, and there is no God¨ becomes a terrible recruitment tool for those with knowledge. As
children were sacrificed to Allah/El in ancient Canaan: This is the ultimate religion of the satanic
Illuminati. It is the ancient belief that God is Saturn (with a thousand names like f.i Abraham,
Adam, Chronos etc), and that God is evil. It is their jewish belief that God demands sacrifice, and
specifically child-sacrifice as is encoded into the Bible in the story of Abraham (who is an
archetypal Saturn figure) and Isaac. Jeoud is a likelier origin of the name jews, and was designated
as Saturn`s only son out of all Saturn`s sons. See? The lunar sabbath, and sacrifice of ancient Israel
was directed towards El. Paganism. But God taught them over time through the prophets of Israel.
He is Ahayah Yahuah. That is God`s real name. ¨The Great I Am.¨ If you question the ungodly
origin of the jews: Just look at who created the universe in Genesis 1. It is the same as mystery
Babylon. It was El, or more specifically the Gods in plural who made the universe which
is_simply_not_true. The sons of Anu: The fallen angels made religion, not the universe. We
already see how Islam takes over the masonic lodge. That is why the sun-cult must defeat them. Or
else: The future will bring us back into child-sacrificing Babylon when there is no more
Christianity: Christianity which is RAPIDLY dying more than any time in history.
What has Islam done?
It has ruined the life, and happiness of billions with it`s bloodthirst and law. And now it ruins
Europe with it`s antihuman godless doctrine!
Christianity is the only true religion. Lucifer Jesus. The law never saved any person. Only a
personal relationship to our loving Father God, and the law of light living by the heart can save you.
From here on; I will be VERY strict with you Christian aryans. Think of the tragedy if your
muslims brothers truly go to Hell! It is your responsibility SINCE you are the truth, and the victors.
But you do nothing about it!

Christianity vs Islam
When Christianity was introduced to Norway there was a great showdown between the Viking
priest, and the christian priest. The test was walking on coal, and withstanding fire. God
supernaturally protected the priest, and this greatly attributed to Christianity`s success. In
comparison: Not a single christian has ever called for a religious showdown of the 21st century;
even with the modern media, and the entire WORLD at stake this time! Their apathy is as long as
their rich asses. They are godless and rich. All facts support Christianity as the victor of
hypothesized debate. If we compare Christianity to Islam with modern knowledge, philosophy,
science and ethics: Christianity would undoubtedly win in all science of history, mythology,
comparative mythology, mysteries, astrology, and miracles. Christianity would sovereignly win in
the philosophical science of ethics, human-rights, feminism, free-speech, etc. WHY ARE
CHRISTIANS AFRAID TO FIGHT!?
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Even with all scientific evidence of near-death-experiences, miracles, brainscan, and waveform
electronical measurements; Christians simply do nothing about the fact they are being murdered in
the Middle-East. Give me 12 disciples, and I will make the world christian in 200 years guaranteed.
But all the Earth persecutes me more violently than any recorded historical person, and I can do
nothing of the abovementiond in my current weakened state myself. If I was well; I personally
would have awakened the entire church to unity, written all books, done the showdown of Islam vs
Christianity, and cultivated national-romantic culture. I would have started a great church, a private
school, and built a self-sufficient Aryo-Christian only village.
No Christian EVER wrote books, or held a speech on Christian supremacy, societal topics and
politics, Christianity vs Islam, Christian miracles and mysteries, or how stupid Islam is historically
and scientifically. There is no Christian internet forum in Norway. All the Christians I talked to sit
on their rich asses, won`t join politics, won`t join Knights Templar, won`t preach, and watch sport
all day. All Christians only say it`s a spiritual battle, that we must love them, and never be racists.
They see themselves as victims, and thus start believing political bullshit while they in TRUTH are
the victors with the right to fight and be racist. All statistics of rape, murder, and crime in all
western countries support being a racist. Now I`m not a racist.
I`m against medieval, unscientific antihuman ideologies of f.i Islam, and I mean Norway is for
Norwegians only. But you cannot say it in Church for then you are a RACIST! There is no nationalpatriotic church anywhere in the country praising the aryan people of the sun; whileas Christianity
is a Luciferian sun-cult! In Norway; no christian cultivate national-romance; nor does any atheist. I
have never once seen a nationalist in Norway. For a nationalist would wear his national clothing all
year, and sit daily on the streets singing cultural, and national hymns. I have seen this once.
Yet all gullible aryans happily celebrate independence day on 17th of may, and believe Norway is
the best, free, happiest country. Start grouping into nationalist Luciferian aryo-christian families of
light, and become warrior monks with my friends in Knights Templar International! If all our
members wore nationalist clothes-code like they wore hats in the 50ies; we certainly would set
ourselves in respect. It would be most wise. We must start loving, and integrating our new
countrymen; but that means removing the fiendish Islam which must reform, or be regarded as an
enemy to all we stand for. For we are the sun-children of the Gods of ancient times who ruled
Atlantis. We uphold the ancient, eternal law of Light; the law of love. And love know no boundaries
between nationalist and immigrant. Integrate them, and work writing books until you have
persuaded every Muslim to be a Christian!
Islam doesn`t care about our history, our language, our culture, our music, our sports, or our corewestern-human-rights and values.
They suck off money from the welfare state, and it as their right to conquer Europe, and make us
their sex-slaves.
Jewish-owned media, and politicians report pro-islamic propaganda, and never talk of how
christians are factually the most persecuted minority of the 21st century. The thousand beheadings
of Christians received no media cover once. Ever. The media sues Donald Trump who has
accomplished more for America`s economy than any former president, and blames him with contact
with the Russians which is all based on lies.
The gullible, kind, civilized, and politically brainwashed aryans think war, and religious despotism
is a thing of the past. They respect their enemy who doesn`t respect them back, and see them as
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fools. Many muslims see us as worse than animals. Islam WILL dominate the world unless we do
anything about it.
This world is about dying. Living is dying. War is the conduit of evolution, and a necessity for
survival. All Christians are called to be warrior-monks. All atheists, and pagans are called to be
Viking warriors. We don`t have to wage a war of swords; but one of words. We should pertain to be
warriors, and see ourselves as important victors. Thus all Europe is called to be warriors.
Christians: wake up!
I am being harsh so you PERHAPS can understand! Wake up! This world is NOT God`s plan! It is
a COMPLETE failure! Did you ever think there was a remote chance of God seeing a single soul
end up in EVERLASTING perdition!? I tell you; I`ve SEEN Hell! I`ve SEEN Heaven!
ALL that matters is that ALL work CONSTANTLY for the Kryst. If 12 men were awake; it should
not take them more than 10 years to Christianize the world with science, intelligence and force. For
we have PROOF, TECHNOLOGY, MEDIA, and we just have to START! But nobody has
STARTED! And I am sick.
There is no unity in the worldwide Church. There must be an ABSOLUTE effort of unity for the
ABSOLUTE MUST of saving EVERY soul on the planet; for if ONE dies in Hell; all; I say ALL;
ay all; is utterly lost. What would the world do if one person was burning, and couldn`t die? They`d
go bananas. GO BANANAS! AWAY! AWAY WITH NORMS!
AWAY with superstitions like: ¨This world, and system is ordained by God, and yes; some people
go to Hell.¨ Away with: ¨it would be un-normal to try prove Christianity real.¨ SUPERSTITIONS!
This is OUR reality. A Christian reality. We have grown in numbers! You don`t have to act like it`s
100AD anymore! The New Testament was written under persecution, but the western Christians are
not persecuted anymore. You don`t have to obey the state anymore! You have grown in numbers!
Do you have no coherent ambition?
Fight! What is your life worth if you do not fight? Living is about dying? But are you willing to die
to live? Stop acting like Jesus died yesterday, regroup, and act as an army! Jesus is KING now!
Hold war-council! Think strategy! BUILD POWER! Be prouder than lions!
AWAY WITH CHRISTIAN LIES! The church is seeped in false imaginations! You know
NOTHING of Heaven`s council. CIRCE`S PROPHETS FEED ONLY SATISFACTION, SLOTH
and IGNORANCE!
It is not in ANY way tolerable that ANY man goes to Hell because ¨we`re just a religious opinion,
and the Bible tells us to be like sheep, and obey government political norm¨ You say ¨God ordains
every government, and granted man free will to choose Hell.¨ LUDICROUS! Their souls are at
stake! That was 100AD in persecuting ROME. And still; they fought more than you do! Wake up!
If you truly believe in Christianity; then I WILL JUDGE YOU if you do not save all souls from
perdition!
YOU are given Jesus KNOWLEDGE and POWER! Have you forgotten you are LIONS? You are
not VICTIMS! YOUR God reigns! Yahweh made Heaven and Earth! This is YOUR God! HE
reigns! You are not servants of the SYSTEM! You don`t have to OBEY! You are not the
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VICTIMS! You are the true JEWS! God`s chosen people! You are his ALLMIGHTY HAND
CONDUCTING EARTH! YOU are given the right to own EVERYTHING on EARTH!
If ANYONE teases you, takes your rights, or puts you in prison, then you FIGHT for your rights to
death! You know NO fear! Your life means NOTHING! You`re KINGS! LOOK at what you have
become! STOP being AFRAID you ignorant ASSHOLES! Your lives mean NOTHING! Yet the
muslims are those who war instead! The others are slaves of HELL! YOU should be fierce; not the
muslims! And yet; Christianity isn`t even ¨a thing¨ anymore.
You don`t even speak of your faith as if you`re some foolish religious victim of political norms!
Have you forgotten who REIGNS?
How DARE you not prove Christianity, and speak of it if you truly believe they go to HELL!?
YOU are VICTORS! YOU are KINGS! THEY are VICTIMS! THEY go to HELL! But you believe
you are the victims.
You OWN EVERYTHING! You are the RICH! ALL riches should belong to YOU! YOU have
been given a gold-coin of eternal worth to every single person on the planet!
YOU are the only viable FUTURE! YOU are the HOPE! YOU are God`s fingertips! Does the Bible
not tell you to REJOICE CONSTANTLY! PARTY AS IF YOU WERE JEWS IN HEAVEN! LET
THEM SEE YOUR GLADNESS, AND JOIN YOU!
YOU are his Generals on Earth. You are infinite, eternal, and all-powerful! YOU are God`s
PEOPLE! YOU are the JEWS! You should CONDUCT human HISTORY! You are the TRUE
jews!
You are NOT victims. Did you ever think it was Jesus imagination that you would be his disciples
without being jews? Jesus himself says ¨God can raise up children of Abraham from these rocks.¨
As an angel; I will speak the harsh truth to wake you up!
We have a battle to win. A battle of love and light. A battle of enlightening the masses. An
ideological battle to defend all western values.

Chapter 5: The redemption of the aryans.
The call to be a Viking
All are called to our cause. Every political party, and ideology has it`s good ideas and solutions. We
are many. Some are communists. Some are socialists. Some are liberalists. Some are anarchists.
Some are bikers. Some are KKK. Some are patriots. Some are nationalists. Some are Vikings. Some
are atheists. Some are pagan. Some are Satanists. Many Vikings don`t like the current trend, and
want to return to pantheons of Rome, and the ennead of Egypt just as we want to retake Jerusalem.
They want muslims free so the muslims can practice their pre-islamic fertility cults of Ishtar in
Babylon! We don`t want Islamic Babylon! We want pre-islamic Babylon!
The blondes are the people of the Illuminati. The children of the Light. The Luciferians. They are
the 144.000 white covering-stones surrounding the Great Pyramid of Giza with Jesus Lucifer being
the head-corner-stone.
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They were once noble Vikings, but have degraded, and lost their memory as God`s sons/suns. They
were once God`s people, and the angelic rulers of a continent of Atlantis.
The Viking Scandinavians are most importantly compromised of redhead celts, blonde Turkish and
phoenecians, and the tribe Dan, and Naphtali from Israel. The celtic tribes came around 5000 years
ago, and were seafarers. Their tribes were all redheads. They came from Egypt. These were the last
remnants of Atlantis. These were the seafaring giants with dragon-ships that sailed to all continents.
If you are into hidden archeology, you would know that the Vikings religious beliefs, burial-mound
practice, etc are found over the Earth. Redhead (and blonde) mummies (many of whom are giants)
are found from South America to America to China. The mounds in America are found near the
great rivers. These were the red-head celts that came to Norway.
It is a ethnic DISASTER that there is no pagan Viking-tribe of redheads today. They are extinct!
Redheads share a common ancestor.. Many of the pharaohs had red hair; especially the Seti-ans..
The last redhead chieftainships of the celts died out during the black death in Norway; as western
Norway was struck hardest. The remaining redhead survivors fled eastwards, and mixed with the
rest of the Norwegian population; the danes, and the blonde phoenecian, and turks who came at the
start of the Viking age. Today; there are no redheads, or blondes in the middle east, or in Greece;
where the term Hellenistic, blonde beauty originated. There still are some blondes in Turkey
though; whom blonde Norwegians are related to.
The phoenecian royals were blondes according to historical sources. They were the mightiest people
of the Mediterranean, and invented the alphabet. They were a seafaring people whom mixed with
the tribe of Dan, and came to Norway. They mixed with the Viking religion, and took over the
redhead Norway. The fact that many Vikings were redheads is seen as they settled in Scotland
which has the highest percentage of redheads (20%). I would like to see the blonde, and redhead
people survive. The aryan Sumerians, Egyptians, Greeks, and especially the latter Phoenecians were
MIGHTY! I want them on my team, as I intend to create as much diversity of nationalist culture as
possible; not globalize them into a soup! This is our dream of independent, anarchistic village
reservatories.
A forest isn`t beautiful if not for it`s diversity! I call you out of the God-accursed Babylon unity as
pilgrims on the way to your personal haven. An exodus from clay, and iron; back to living like
buddhist monks!
All nationalities have the right to solemnly deify, beautify, nurture, and worship their own culture,
history, nationality and race. Or else; there is no justice in a world. How can you justify the jews,
but see yourselves as racist? Unless you are a proud, rhetorician nationalist; you are simply a slave
to Rothschild hegemony. I call upon my Vikings to rise from their graves! We must return us to the
prophecied Golden Age of Atlantis. We must stop RAGNAROK, and make an escape!
Christians should be Knights Templar, and pagans should be Viking warriors alike; fighting
together for a common cause. Retaking Norway!
The Vikings need to bring forth the renaissance, and freedom from imperialist, technocratic,
corporationalistic, feudalist, and religious despotism. Stop the racial-supremacy of jews and
muslims! They attack you aryans because they are Satanists, and you are God`s people. But they
say it`s because of WW2. These uncivilized children will never learn. Stop the fascist muslims, and
their communist nazi superiors! CRUSH the political norm, and BREAK FREE FROM THE
PRISON! This is YOUR country! Your forefathers bled for it. You have RIGHTS! YOU are the
VICTIM! NOT the muslims. If muslims, jews, and immigrants have the right to be nationalist,
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totalitarian supremacists; then why not you? It`s not racism! Every nationality has the right to it`s
own territory. Why do you think the American Indians have reservatories? Truly I tell you; the time
has come to create Christian reservatories.
Go back to survivalism and chieftainship! You are tribes! Go back to tribal farming; living in
anarchistic villages with patriarchy.
My idea is the same as the modern pagans; back to chieftainship, cultivating nature and survivalism.
I want to create a UTOPIA of intercultural exchange and raise the forums of ancient Rome! I want
to rule like Jupiter and see all cultures blossom even more from each other! I want to see elven
Rivendel`s, and redhead Viking villages! I want to see jewish, and christian monastries! I want to
see African tribes!
My idea is the same as the Bible`s: Crush the tower of Babylon, and spread all nationalities! Being
a part of this society, or country is ILLEGAL to our sacred ancient religion. The oligarch jews are
against their predecessors! The only governmental forms exemplified, and allowed in orthodox
Judaism, and the Bible are: David`s Monarchy, tribal judicial theocracy, and the garden of Eden.
The Christian mission is an exodus OUT of Europe`s Babylon! It is an abomination! It can be
simplified as this; Cultivate Soul and Soil; focusing on the afterlife; living at peace; and marrying
your neighbor with infinite childhood romance.
Our governmental model is an ultra-liberalistic anarchistic theocracy. The crime-rates would be
zero. The Longhouse, Temple, Church, forum or Mosque would function as social wellfare centre
(also for the elderly), school, judical institution, hospital and religious centre; just like as in every
great civilization in history! The church/temple/school always functioned as such.
I hate the Vatican, and catholic Christianity! Think of all they did to this nation! Think of all the
Danish did to this nation, and now the treachery of the Danish king Harald, and his son Haakon.
Think of what the Vatican has did to the world! What traitors!
The Vatican, and the danes enslaved you for millenia! They forced taxes! They first destroyed your
pagan religion, and true history; replacing it with Christianity! And now they secretly promote
Islam to destroy Christianity, and your very dna leaving you completely lost. Your pure, valuable
heritage must be preserved like any other species of trees in Eden! Say no to Babylon! You must
fight an intellectual battle for western rights! Is it not cruel towards your ancestors not to fight? The
great tribes of Atlantis dying without a single fight but one crazy lone terrorist?! I as a Norwegian
nobleman of house Fleischer cannot accept this. Not even as a jew. Not even if I win either way!
We must return to the Viking Age of tribal chieftainship. Our Christian, pagan, budhist, etc villages
can live peacefully side by side. I know we can defeat the King, and his cabal if we religiously
demand our protests, and demands to be recognized; as an independent free-zone would be our
humanistic-religious right. You must believe in something, and fight for it! Victimize yourself!
Think strategic!
You are the descendants of the royal blonde Phoenecians, and the Setian Pharaohs!! Doesn`t that
mean anything to you? Think strategic! Grow in numbers, write books, teach your children, and lay
forth all evidence of conspiracy in continuous revolt; demanding justice! They will hear us Vikings
before it is too late! Revolt for liberty, liberalism, anarchism, and chieftainship; saying you
denounce the king, the country, and will return to the Viking era!
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I want to create a fantasy world of infinite experience, cultural expression, freedom and
possibilities. A world where all can find their place. The experiment with the West WILL work out;
but only if WE do the job as both Vikings AND Babylonians! We must believe we can accomplish
what we want, and be solutionists either way. God cannot allow the sacred balance to be undone
without a single fight! The future lies in your hands. If Babylon comes; it`s what we all created. But
for now let`s focus on being what WE are. Heed me as prophet!
Babylon can work if humanism, and atheism succeeds, and Islam is modernized or erased. Babylon
would only be interesting if believing in the Aquarian Law of Light. I state the GREAT need for a
lady liberty! Der Fuhreress Dana Stormborn.

Pagan solutions for a better future
I believe pagans are my army. I am not afraid of them, nor of their scientific method, or ¨do what
you want¨ ideology which is stupid unless they also are good humanists including ¨love is a part of
that law; love under will.¨
We are the future new-man of the happiness through technological advancement that just want to
party all along; breaking boundaries through f.i fashion, philosophy and enlightenment.
The pagans are a life-filled bunch of expressionists. They love protests, parades, breaking
boundaries, and having a party all day long. They live by ¨love is the law¨, and anarchistic
mentality. This is good. We won`t stand in their way of harm. Yet if the muslims ban
homosexuality; they will be met with worldwide hate from heathens. If we could all have a global
culture of party, and sex; none would wish for war, and Islam would probably die out in a few
centuries; as long as we do our part. Heathens are unafraid and direct. They march the streets, and
all are one loving community of anarchists, and non-state liberalists when they need to be. When
their freedom is threatened!
Are we not Vikings? We want our own freedom! Our own schools! There is a planet with humans
on it. I see nothing but an artificial system created by archons. But the system is not eternal; nor is it
natural, or of God. I see a bunch of lies. I see a planet with humans on it. I see them cultivate soil
and soul. I see their love and light. I see trees. I see a garden with a gardener. I see eternity. But
Rothschild want to create a false eternal order.
The Vikings must start anarchistic, independent communities away from the Islam horde. They will
be the aquarian hippie generation that create a playground circus of the future. A future where all is
so much fun that war, and hostilities will be a mere memory.
Utopia is their only goal. A perfect world where all can play. Be good heathens. Raise an obelisk of
your past Egyptian heritage, and rebirth the Phoenecian, blonde Monarchy/Chieftainship of Rome
and Greece! Raise a monument, and swear to complete the plan in the next 1000 years.
In my Utopia; there will be a Great Cathedral of History; depicting all wars, and troubles we
overcame through evolution; standing there as a monument so we will never go back to war again.
EVER.
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Raise a Viking rune-stone, and prove you are descendants of their blood and culture! Carve your
goals into it, and swear an oath! We will return to our glorious tribes, and preserve our culture! The
Egyptian redheads will rise again! The phoenecian royalty will rise again! This time; we are the
threatened ones. WE are the people raising our fists!
We will defeat the imperialists, and fascist Islam! You pagans must do this. It would be beneficial
for us all. You should be druidic pagans dressed in white under the moon. Be happy about it. Be
good patriotic pagans and christians. We jews like it when you group together. Stop watching TV,
make yourself a banner, a clothes-code, and start playing guitar in the streets! Start painting, and
create national-romance! Wear your national colours and clothing! Sing nationalist songs on the
street with a smile outside of independence day! Do this if you seek to integrate the immigrants.
We don`t need the system! All we need is land for farming! We are simply humans on God`s Earth
that seek a simple life of cultivating soil and soul! We have technology! Our village can survive
1000 years! Let`s just be Vikings, or let`s just be Christians! But whatever you do; don`t be a slave.
We must create several net-platforms for this as we see f.i with the ¨Anonymous¨ movement. We
will promote a groundbreaking ¨revival¨ : Our new trend of ultra-liberalist anarcho-syndicalist
survivalism in pagan villages combined with the progressive spirit of brotherly socialism to be a
template for when it becomes the domination, everlasting world societal structure, and culture. We
will use love, and light to civilize the Muslims before the sharia is ever implemented.
We therefore strongly promote liberty in all its forms including the release of the sexual urge.
(Which I don`t have, I`m a dead.) We will do this through the means of f.i revolutionary fashion,
costume parties, dancing party parades, liberty, westernism, celebration of the One World new man,
celebration of human-rights, equality, celebration of technology, and celebration of our
advancement; having overcome all darkness and war as we stand as an epitome obelisk for the
future; making our stand as the graeco-roman Europe of pallas Athena (insert what you want)!
We must recruit the outcasts. Biker-gangs. The pagans will be christianity`s greatest army! We must
protect european, and norwegian culture, and history together so we can live in the balance the
world once had. There is strictly speaking no need for mixing of ethnicities in Babylon`s cauldron!
The jews lie, and say globalization is inevitable. They justify immigration saying it works for a
greater good; even taking it as far as saying it works for peace. If we had been left alone BY the
same war-brokers; there WOULD be peace! Immigration, and mixing of ethnicities will create
nothing but rape, war and terror. Statistics speak for themselves.
We will liberate the world, and win our children`s freedom.
Homogenous, peaceful society cannot come through a mixture of ethnicities, but through a common
ethical culture.
The answer is the eternal Aquarian law of Light: the law of love.
A world where God is a humane God smiling kindly upon all with mercy. All will know God, for
they will know themselves, and be true to their True Will, and Aquarian law of Light.
The current world of war, and hostility will not even be an option, because all is too fun.
Only a homogenous ethical middleway through love, and light will create peace; not ethnical
homogeneity. That is a mad Rothschild excuse for war.
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Adopting love, and light as essential worldwide morale would be most wise..
Be extravagant, and embrace a global, and national unity through a homogenous ethic mindset of
love and light.
A renaissance of love and light
Create a new national renaissance. Eternalize your culture under a libertarian new form of
Scandinavia! The Jews, and Muslims come to Norway, but can`t see Norwegians! They see
America`s Europeans! The Muslims see their post-modern soul-tax-farm slaves, and want to sexslave our girls for being dhimmi`s! Cultivate, and worship your culture through architecture, art,
song and clothing! Regroup in families of light! Create cells! Do all to create private schools!
We crave an end to NWO state oligarchy, compartmentalization, corporatism, classes, despotic
religion, war, and the endangering of our beloved nature/environment. And stop killing ethnicities!
We will protect our ancient tribes! We will expose vaati-illumi-jew-imperialistic conspiracies
whom are as nazi as they get, and make our own village of peace! We will oppose the monetary,
political, and cultural elite that seek to boil soup in the cauldron of future Babylon Brussel creating
a ¨negroid European race.¨ That IS the word the Evil Count Kalergi used! ¨negroid Europe¨. He saw
Europeans as savages, and argued that culture had always come from the south. He was the one
who invented the term ¨cultural enrichment.¨ The Charlemange Prize was first awarded Kalergi, and
was later awarded to Angela Merkel in 2008; just as the Nobel Peace Prince was awarded Barack
Obama. They award the destruction of Europe!
We will all be something! We will be beautiful, and the best of ourselves! Humanity has left
kindergarten! You can no longer put us against each other causing wars through lies of Abrahamic
lawish ¨morale¨! The religious despot is the same stubborn child denying himself love as he was in
his youth. As was his parents before him.
This is the Age of love and mercy! An enlightened era where God is our friend! God is no obscure
evil archon! The Bible promised us a kingdom without sin! Sinning is living in fear of judgement;
being unjust to your true will. The gospel only lists 4 sins! Try to prove me wrong with the Bible.
I give you my challenge. Will you accept nationalism, and save the poor phoenecian, greeks, viking
danes and aryans? Will you create peace in EU-Babylon through love and light? Your choice; but
DO IT!
We cannot deny the modernization has changed the west, and that it seeks to transform completely
into a post-cultural, global America-negroid; party, sex, and violence culture as was the plan of
Count Kallergi. Islam is the trojan horse, and wants to take away all of this with sharia law. The
atheists will become more liberal, and the muslims might become more conservative. This is a
dangerous cauldron, and will result in a strict police-state under Rothschild control.
The more party-life the better. Yet I would rather celebrate for the fact that for the first time in
history: The peasant class has all knowledge, and are all connected through the internet! Nothing
stops a revolution from breaking out: Just send a text message to the other side of the world: We are
one against tyranny! We are liberty! We are freed!
We just want a culture of partying, love and light. You can basically drop everything you do, and
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humanistic philosophy of coexisting, integrate, break boundaries of religion, and finish becoming
one through enlightenment and love. Love and light.
Love must be the new law of the Earth as is pivotal for f.i including victims of bullying against the
fashion pressure. Come on! Love, and light is all you need! Plurality is beauty! Individualism is the
¨in¨ of the globalist humanism. Yet I warn you: Do not let Nietsczhe`s narcissism get you! Let Jesus
be your Lightbringer, and symbol of humanism and equality. He was a man who loved the weak,
and not only the strong like nietsczhe-humanism. This is essential for the Aquarian Law of Light to
work.
We need to forge an idea so good that all kingdoms will fall, and all can become kings. Equlibrium
through love and light? Acceptance is quintessential to the law!
Our dream is the only dream. We want a liberal utopia: The idea of the lost antique now finally
possible through modern advance in technology and free knowledge.
Let`s take back the world! The Eternal Law of Light is so good that everything else but completing
it becomes unimportant.
This is the task given to you by God.
We are the world! We will rebuild the tower of Babylon, or what should rather be Solomon`s
Israel.. To make it right! To make the golden age! To make a new Rome! To recreate Atlantis!
We believe in freedom, brotherhood and equality, and condemn the Islamic adaptation of the
revolutionary socialist spirit as these are obvious opposites. Islam is racial-imperialistic fascism!
We will push this ¨New Rome¨ worldwide peace, love, and enlightenment idea of anarchistic,
libertarian government with a socialist waveform.
We crave an end to Abrahamic wars, and Abrahamic enslavement through religions, and their
institutions like Al-Azhar university.

The new age
I am the new mercy poured out by God who made a covenant with me when I was 9. I am Heaven
come to Earth, and a world free of sin. I am the Aquarian waterbearer that dies opening the door to
an Aquarian dimension of light. I am the one who saw, and carried ALL pains of the illusions of the
past age. I will liberate the western world from NWO fascism, and medieval sharia laws. You will
live as Gods in the new Atlantis.
But I am sick, and cannot carry you for long. I will be a visionary obelisk for the future!
The current idea is that we will soon all be enlightened, and thus not accept social classes! We will
focus on love, enlightenment, and have robots working for us.
No medieval laws of outdated archons! No sharia Islam! Just fierce tribal nationalism with the
common bond of love-light humanism! Choose either judeo-christian-buddhist humanism, or atheist
humanism, but let`s be one either way.
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This is the humanist age of the man carrying a pitcher of water! Enlightenment! A golden age! We
believe the age of unknowledgeable darkness, enemies through opposites, and religious inhibitions
have ended as we today have the scientific method to distinguish truth in religion, and the first
opportunity to forge an everlasting truth, and covenant between all children of Noah. Children of
God. We are all children of Noah, and sons of Abraham by now. The blood of Israel has spread
throughout all borders. We are equal brothers! Love is the law! Under this; all nationalities can
idolize their uniqueness, and co-exist peacefully forever.
We will not be slaves of jewish NWOers! We want to idolize ourselves as well! We will be the
worldwide Israel of Solomon`s Golden Age Pantheon, and all will take part in the jewish blessings
of the greatest historical, and cultural legacy ending with humanism.
Now finally revealed in perfection through the existence of the Holy Grail!
We will shed the age of Abrahamic law, and believe in the ¨one love¨ of God most high! We believe
that science both in the spiritual, and physical field will create an eternal time of peace when all
hidden knowledge, and conspiracy is revealed to schools, and our children as the old order of the
cabal has fallen. This will start with us having private-schools at first, and then methodically
destroying the lies of the establishment until all want our knowledge, and peaceful village system of
survivalism and enlightenment. I have so many dreams.. But all are about peace! I personally
believe a village cultivating soil, and soul to be all a man needs to be happy, and true to his Creator.
We oppose bitter nazi, and jewish-imperialist phrases like ¨the world has always been suffering, and
humans deserve nothing but to live in a testing ground of good and evil so they can evolve through
suffering.¨
We go against the divide, and conquer ideological rule of the elite few lobbyists who believe they
are supreme through the laws, wealth, and powers of the illusionary world of men, contrary to the
natural order of nature. We write books ferociously, and spread knowledge of the conspiracies
everywhere. We must first bring these criminals to light. We must defeat the jewish old-world-order
cabal through peace, love and unity marches- spreading enlightenment through flyers, books, and
internet campaigns to reach humanity`s potential, and our utopian idea! Abrahamism shall return to
Lucifer`s human-friendly humanism! For God is among us as our brother Jesus.
We hate the religious establishment of Al-Azhar Islam, and Vatican conspiracies of imperialist
measures of feudalist imprisonment, and seek to expose all religion rendering superficial belief in
impossible religious doctrine a thing of the past; carving out spirit-science from it`s carcass!
When great ultra-conservative saints become evil; they make the strictest laws. What is real is real,
and what is false will fall in this enlightened Aquarian age. We believe these anti-human whores to
sit on seven mountains as St.John`s apocalypse says. Both Mecca, and Rome sits on seven
mountains. We believe them to be the second beast 666, and evil unnecessary law!
Islam is the medieval dark-ages returned to Europe! Our country would have been majestic, strong,
and had gone through revivals of national-culture, and christian unity had it not been for
immigration who threaten the balance between pagan immorality, and christian morale! The so
called ¨morale¨ of Islam is nothing but mad antihuman laws and deathpenalties! Now Islam
threatens to kill BOTH pagans and Christians! The balance is threatened! Norwegians must rise to
integrate them!
We must return to the One Love. One World. All are one. To source. To God. To love.
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We strongly oppose all war-mongering, and instead celebrate that the world is one for the first time
in history. To prevent war; we must eliminate the possibility of isolated societies, and individuals.
(like f.i with Islamic terrorists) Superficial ethnic, and religious superiority which is primarily
represented by Islam is the greatest threat, and is greatly used to empower nations and leaders;
which enslave their people. We must therefore advocate a lawless era of pan-abrahamic globalism
based on humanism.
Radicalism must be conquered by two factions: You heathens breaking down boundaries, and us
Christian Knights destroying religion, and rendering it into a scientific field; enlightening the world
from our private villages.
We will flee Babylon like the Israelites during exodus, and flock to the valleys of Norway as both
Christians, and diverse pagans. We will cultivate the BEAUTY of Norway`s hidden pearls with new
technology; letting us settle in magical valleys with tiny rivers. There our Children of Blood must
find peace for the next 1000 years.
Perhaps hedonism, post-modernism, atheism, and porn will convert the radicalists Muslims if we
Templar Christians, AND you pagan humanists do our job. The fate of Norway, Europe, and the
world is in your hands. But even Babylon will work through Love and Light.
We must promote a global new-age enlightening campaign over the all sectors of society both
structurally, and unorganized until the world is in renaissance, civilized, and safe for the freedom
cry of the extravagant, lustful lady of liberty. All will embrace the Law of Light! Freedom from
medieval superstition! Freedom from Islam!
For we are the warriors of Rome and Europa. Love and light! This is my jewish dream.
We are humans! No depopulation, and forced vaccines! Hear the cry of lady liberty! Open up the
secret cabinet of suppressed technology, and secure the UN goal to end poverty, and starvation
once, and for all!
When we accomplish love and light; any government WILL work when we are homogenous
ethically as brothers of light! We believe the time of uneducated darkness has passed, and that we
are the age of Light. The age of the Son. The age of Horus. The age of Aquarius. The age of
LUCIFER.
That was all I had to say to you pagans and christians. You play an important part, but let`s move
back to aryan christianity, and and our objectives!
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Chapter 6: The new country of Scandinavia.
Christians rebel
Our Christianity has never been under such an attack as we now seen in the politics through the
dismemberment of the state-church core beliefs, removal of crosses from state institutions, and ten
times the tolerance towards Islam than with us hard-working NORWEGIAN Christians. We`ve
been here for 5000 years, and deserve our own country. All Christians: Become anti-statists at
ONCE! Embrace my christlike views! Let my words inspire you! This new village, or Scandinavian
Territory Alliance will hopefully be the resurrected Kalmar Union of Scandinavia with the sign of
the cross. We intend to keep the cross on our flag. We are vikings, and christian norsemen! The
very wind of the norwegian storm flows in our lungs! The beautiful waterfalls rush into our veins!
This is our land, and we will protect it as certain as this is a country of country(men), and a
nation(ality) of a nation. Yet it is not. Not on the paper. The law says this is the danish King`s tax,
and soul-farm. I don`t care. I just want the elves, and the rest to be the best of what they are. It`s so
sad, and I don`t condemn anyone. Still; I don`t support monarchy. I am an Illuminati Weishaupt.
Raise your clutched fists in defiance!
We know the time of balance, equilibrium, and the new-man equality has come when we Teutonic
Templars raise our fists for our private schools, religious science hospital universities, churches, and
sing a new song for the Lord: ¨All know we are right!¨

The 1st century Church of Light
My dream of recreating the religion of Atlantis merged with aryan-christianity where Jesus is
Lucifer is the will of God for the Nordic people. I urge you to continue my dream as visionaries.
As Christianity dies; the new Magus of Aquarian age rises. It is a world religion. A Christian
System. It has three degrees. The initiate Atlantean. The apprentice King. And the Master God.
The master is a messianic jewish order. The apprentice is a Christian, royal, priestly order. The
initiate is a neophyte teacher. The degrees are meant to symbolize the tree of life, and the spiritual
growth of man.
The initiate degree is a christian school of knowledge. It incorporates, and sets right Gnosticism,
masonry, the sun-god, the Jesus-figure in comparative mythology, astrology, astrotheology, the
Egyptian, Babylonian, Sumerian , Greek, Persian , Roman , and Caananite pantheon of sun-gods,
(with true information about the evil Gods as well) as well as rituals and re-enactments of them
being defeated. Remember! Satanism/Setianism was banned through all Egyptian history!
We only worship the trinity, and regard ourselves as Pentecostal christians with orthodox liturgy
etc.
We are lightworkers of the Pyramid of Jesus/Lucifer. For interests I can mention that our primary
Jesus aspects of Lucifer is the sacred Shamash-ki-v-Anu whom I used to free myself from
Leviathan, and Satan`s armies all alone for 6 years; stabbing the serpent with his MIGHTY spear.
Verily I tell you! Shamash was a GOD! Not a devil. Understand. We hold reverence to the
worldwide, universal ¨Horus and Osiris¨ reenactments. We hold reverence to Isis as well; but only
in marriage as in ¨Ashtar-Shamash¨ as she will be uncontrollable without her husband in lack of
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better terms. We hold reverence to Azazel Melek Taus whom pierced Satan for 6 years while all the
witches of the world attacked me. Michael helped me only once, but Satan FLED as Melek Taus
covered the entire city under his sun-ray wings. We also regard f.i Zeus, Aurora, Helios, Thor,
Balder, Hu, Marduk, Tammuz, Krishna, Shu, El, Enlil, Inanna, Ra, Horus, and many other deities
which I will not go into here. All of whom have helped me at certain stages in my life.
All real Gods are part in our life either we want it or not. You can either close your eyes, or open
yourself to the benign forces of the universe; much needed when our race is threatened.
Of the gods I personally revere are incarnations of God`s son, some vegetation-gods, some wargods, and perhaps even some fertility gods/goddesses. You see. Nothing is as they have told you.
These abovementioned aspects of Lucifer God`s Sun/son are just as powerful, or more powerful
against the darkness as Jesus; although Jesus in his absolute power is almighty. I would tell you if
there was; but there is no other but Him! We firmly believe Jesus crucified, and rissen rules Heaven
as almighty son of Yahweh Elohim whom is Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh.
It is all about being a lightworker (jedi) like Jesus; becoming powerful through knowing the forces
in the universe. We are thus the TRUE disciples of Jesus. Only I am sensitive enough to work with
these energies, summon them, and define them as good or bad. There is much room for error
working with the aspects of Lucifer Son of God in the abovementioned panthons, and we REALLY
need a new Magus whom is spiritually sensitive enough.
This degree has outreach centres in every city or ¨families of light¨; where free food and social care
is given. An open social-centre where love-n-light (morale and enlightenment) is preached for ours,
and their benefit.
As our race is threatened, and we approach the New Atlantis; a religion such as this is PIVETAL; or
else we fail the Gods! :/ Our religion is universalistic, pantheistic, polytheistic and monotheistic;
believing in the 1, the 2, the 3, the 7, the 8, the 9 -duhThe goal is to recreate Atlantis, and create an independent aryan society of sun-children sunworshippers so enlightened, and powerful they will create a new Renaissance in about 40-100
years..
The initiate degree believes the Bible as the absolute word of God, and believe in following the 4
laws of Peter, and The sacred Aquarian law of Light: also called the law of love, the law of the
heart, or the law of children
The priest degree is different. We believe in monotheistic, dualistic, and trinitarian concepts only.
This degree teaches all Christian mysteries, Christian history, catholic white magick and mass. This
degree teaches you to lead church, and has several sub-degrees: Priest. Apostle. Prophet/Magus in
rising order.
This degree must be the ¨all-knowing¨; knowing all about other religions from the initiate degree.
This degree knows all the evidence that Christianity is the true religion. We are a powerful bond of
sacred secrecy that can never be overthrown. We are a degree of priests, and warrior monks.
It is my opinion that only when you ¨know everything¨ can you truly be called a ¨Priest¨ before God
in an age of enlightenment, and science such as this. Anything else is ludicrous considering the God
hypothesis is true :/
This priest-degree believe in the combined Noahide, and NT laws; making 12 laws, and 7do`s that
constitute the New-Testament Bible. You can find these 12, and 7 laws in my website of
www.1stcenturyministries.com Many are called, but few answer.
We thus differ from the 1st degree in that we are traditionally 100% regular christians; yet warrior
monks of power and knowledge. It is important to keep the head of the church above the clouds of
Heaven, and not the other way around. Anyone who disagrees is a fucking heretic. Love is of course
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the greatest command, and we are saved only through mercy and fruit which is essential. ( I have
confirmed this before Satan Lucifer ) You carry no fruit, and he will fucking Eat you in HELL.
Fruit was the way I was freed.
The third degree is something I need help for, but which is really important! It`s something like
Melchezidek`s Order. Something awe-inspiring and mythological. All the mysteries of Judaism.
redeemed, reformed, and all its mysteries, and history resurfaced and reconstructed. My goal is
building the 3rd temple ☹ !!!! -clunched fist of power vow-

Our 8 objectives:
Here I will name the objectives which I have carried as a prophet for 16 years; ever since I was 10,
and came back from YWAM at Kona Hawaii. It took me a lot of work to get through my personal
shoah of these last 6 torturous years, and I present these objectives more seriously to you now that I
am weakened. Hear my words oh world! I as prophet has come to see the blindness of our church. I
come to you with a burdened back to ask this of you for the benefit of all future children. These
objectives were nothing but mere dreams I carried as I felt lonely like an alien. For 6 years did I
fight, and I leave it now to future generations. AWAKE! REPENT! REVIVE!

1 We decree through our common christian beliefs that the need for a complete, ultra-liberalistic,
theocratic christian state (kingdom of God) is essential in our biblical belief of this day, age, and for
our survival as we live in the fulfillment of scripture.
We should be ruled by the proven saints! We will not give up until we get this, as there are no
totalitarian christian nations in the world according to 1st century adherence to the Bible. While
Islam has many with totalitarian Islamic states; we just watch politicians selling our own countries
to Islam; having ruined our national declarations, and our very cross covered flag!
We appeal to the masters of our world; for they have left even their sacred balance! We cry, and
cannot sleep at night! WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO OUR COUNTRY!? Examine religion first
before siding with the obvious false one! Ah how we know we are the right. Muhammad won`t
come to our borders, and change our true 5000 year old tradition through ¨revelations¨ of what we
wrote as history 2600 years prior to ¨the prophet¨ rewriting it! We cannot take this anymore, and
feel threatened both as christians and westerners. We feel our religion, human-rights, human
diversity, western culture, and our liberty is threatened by Islam, and this beast of the apocalypse.
2 But we will have to comply to laws, and start with: villages. Culture-centres for the cultivation,
and preservation of national pride, and cultural colours.
Utopian media, religious science, farming, and society development of Heaven on Earth as an
independent village-society experiment as a future model for the Utopian Kingdom of God.
A miniature version of Eden where humans could live in peace with God and nature. We want to
have different villages for different non-statists. We want to create protective environments for
Christians, and Vikings to cultivate their culture, soil and soul. We want to recreate the blondehaired, and red-haired Viking tribal chieftainships in Viking villages. There they can drink beer,
have fun, and make marry. 😊
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My village would be Christian. All villages should cultivate it`s own food. Have it`s own electricity.
We need to create villages for the protection of the graeco-roman-judeo-christian-westernhumanistic-philosophical cultures as we believe all ethnic groups should blossom in uniqueness in
the same way a forest is beautiful for its plurality. We want villages with monastries, and beautiful
gardens in secluded sacred places! We want to cultivate the hidden valleys of beautiful Norway! We
encourage other cultures to do the same! That would be a colourful multicultural new order! We
believe it is every humans right to cultivate, deify, and express their ethnic, religious, national, and
cultural pride! A fantasy-scape where elves live in the mountainous Norway!
3 A Hospital/University of Spiritual Healing, and Religious Science. HRS. (Hospital of Religious
Science.) We want to make a compendium of God`s miracles as a doctoral study with signatures,
and medical journals of let`s say a thousand stunning miracles, and resurrected dead?
Making a private hospital proves christianity through the reality of miracles, NDE, and testimonies
through science. A simple brain-tests, some electronic equipment, and a couple medical journals,
and we are good to go. But we dream of a BIG university on the science of religion. Perhaps a
Hogwarts.
Christianity should have been proven by the Vatican if she was not the false whore Circe of
revelations which she is. More on this in my book the RRR.
4 To write the second volume of the book of acts. To hoard the living apostles together, and create a
testament to the honor of God through the validity, and proof of what God`s doing. We will write
the Christian version of the jewish Talmud! Remember! We are the TRUE chosen people!
5 The Church/Order. Primarily because an order survives, and act as shelter. Secondly because it`s
fun, right, and thirdly cause it`s more serious, and deeper. And this is serious business. A war is
being waged on Europe.
It will be the first aryo-christian church in history since Atlantis! I intend to have two primary
grades of membership in our church described in the previous chapter.
I don`t think muslims will ¨chop off our heads¨ if the majority of Christians become ¨secretive, ennobled warrior-monks¨ in their eyes. And let all our members wear hats. I want to give the normal,
purpose-driven Christian the opportunity to get the honour, respect, and protection an order gives.
6 The Outreach centres. We have as our main objective to build socialist wellfare centres/churches
in every city of the world. This is one example of ultra-liberalistic socialism. Private actors can do
better socialism than the corrupt state! These will be open 24/7, and serve all citizens in need of
help: providing food, care, sleep and protection. It will be an amnesty center for love, light, life, and
joy in the community they are part in. We seek to be the socialist forum for renaissance revolution,
exchange of ideas. We build our vision upon the forums of ancient Rome, and Greece as we will
have focus on music, open microphones, and discussion of all issues, topics, philosophies and
religions. All are welcome to these centres, and strict rules will of course be offered for our own
beliefs protection in every independent centre.
7 Our own, Luciferian-Aryo-Christian, private school/university with our version of reality, history
and science. For the procreation of a universal educational reform of history, and scientific theories
whence our schooled children enter the world with knowledge of TRUTH; all will revolt, and want
our knowledge in their schools. A liberal awakening renaissance is thus guaranteed.
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First we need a library with all important books of all topics established at once. The spectrum of
Christian knowledge should be the broadest, most evolved in the world taken into account that it
incorporates Judaism as well as all comparative Christ-myths. It incorporates spirit-science, and at
LEAST 5000 years of history. Our library should be like the extensive, secret Vatican library, only
that we publish. A lot. To break down, and reveal the conspiracy REALITY.
We can f.i have private schools at summer camps in our villages (for children, youth, adults,
families, and order degrees! 😊 Boy, I`d be a happy kid if I grew up in one of these. Mmm.
Beautiful Norway! God has given us a wonderful opportunity! Run with it! God has shown me
these camps in dreams, and visions all my life since I was 14! My Christian friends from back then
can testify. Glorious.. Like pylons of light in nature. Mmm. New age culture..
8 The mission. Peace on Earth through Lucifer God`s son`s Kingdom of Heaven when he comes;
preparing the way for Him. To implement the Aquarian law of light as the eternal law binding all
earth together. To end poverty, disease and starvation. To educate, civilize, convert, and create a
global renaissance leading to everlasting utopia circus on Earth through judeo-christendom`s
western-humanistic morale, and Gabriel`s law of Light. We will accomplish this either in utopian
socialism, or rather in utopian ultra-liberalist theocracy; if all goes according to plan.
I see these goals as executive imperatives to Christian belief, and biblical interpretation of scripture.
The belief in the kingdom of God, and the belief in our own sovereignty.
Yet none of these obtainable goals are to be found, or seen in the horizon in any country! I sighed
for a Christian library all my life. Where`s the knowledge? They all drink milk. There`s not a single
christian book about societal topics, Islam, healing proof, or biblical mysteries! WE WILL
RECREATE THE 1st CENTURY CHURCH IN MODERN TIMES!
My point is that if the spiritual ruler of this world is Christian Lucifer Jesus, then all knowledge,
and structure should change in conformity; which solely rests on the Christians gaining the right
perspective of: This is YOUR world. Like it or not. All things belong to us; if we_are_the_right.
If we are Heavenly citizens; how then should we NOT rule Earth? Strictly speaking. It is therefore
imperative that a Christian library be constructed at once, as the battle for knowledge is the battle of
classes being formed today; with the upcoming police-state limiting knowledge, and the internet.
We are in no way the power yet; for we are the rebels nr1 on Earth! We are the threatened aryan
minority. Not many of Earth`s citizens are blonde or redheads! Preserve God`s creation!
IMPORTANT SIDENOTE! If we achieve many, or all of these goals, and become a great tree
growing in the light; it will eventually cast a shadow. If this happens, I have prepared for it:
- A network of heathen humanist revolutionaries doing the necessary dirty work to make our visions
come true. These will be the agents who take care of the church`s unofficial ¨dirty work¨ to promote
western society, and intellectual, civilized culture like f.i gay rights, revolutions, and all that work in
our mutual favor as the west etc. Extremism, and Islam is the target. We need to create a circus of
this world, and destroy despotic, fascist, totalitarian religions which all will benefit from, and love
us for in the future.
Their main goal is surrounding the remnant of Aryo-Christian, Roman, Greek, Viking, Celtic, and
pagan culture with protection until the dormant spirit which we all benefit from. The golden
phoenix will arise among all the Earth.
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